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THE PROTOCOL OF THE BLACK SHEEP
“Democracy is two wolves and a sheep, voting about what they are going to have for lunch.
Liberty is a well-armed sheep, contesting the vote.”
Benjamin Franklin
We are the well-armed sheep.
The liberty of The Brunette People of The Free World is under threat from The Global Ultra-Right-Wing
Blond Superiority Racism Network, which has re-emerged, since WWII.
We are The Black Sheep of The White Family.

paedophile or a
paedophile enabler ~ because an aryan race hierarchy promises brunette children
less protection than The RSPCA currently gives to pets .
Logic affirms that

every

aryan superiority racist is either a

Hitler declared that aryans should never keep promises to Brunettes, and thus = there are no words that
the aryan racists can make to change this truth.

I say there is a blond racist insurrection, in process, in The Free World.
-o0o“Democracy is two wolves and a sheep, voting about what they are going to have for lunch.
Liberty is a well-armed sheep, contesting the vote.”
When Authority ceases to honour Liberty, the politicians in control no longer work for The Free Country,
but are traitors working against The Free Country.
We will not recognize any form of legislated power to harm Brunette children or to our remove the
rights of Free Citizens who are Brunettes or any other colour type.

We will not relinquish our Liberty.
Threatened with an insurrection by blond aryan racist paedophiles and paedophile enablers, The Protocol
of The Black Sheep has been created.
-o0oSTATEMENT #1

WE RECOGNIZE IDEALISM
&
THE INDIVIDUAL’S NATURAL ABILITY TO MAKE FREE CHOICES THAT DIFFER FROM THE MOB
I honour Willian Connolly, the white 17-year old boy who egged the only nazi senator in Australia and was
attacked by a mob of neo-aryan racists and their sycophants.
When children can come forward with such bravery and chivalry, we Brunettes who are threatened by
Blond aryan racism are confronted with the truth ~ that all racism is a lie.
The ruthlessly hateful racism of the oppressed is far more terrible than the spoilt brat posturing racism of
the oppressor ~ and I was an anti-blond racist, until that little boy egged that big man and that big man
attacked the little, punching him in the face, repeatedly, and burying him under a mob of sub-human aryanworshipping racist yokels.
I had a dream, yesterday evening, and in that dream, I recognized that all forms of racism, white and black,
are affirmations of the idea that The Individual cannot make choices separately to The Mob.
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If The Individual can make choices separately to The Mob, then relating to individuals by invoking their race
IS AN ACT OF BLINDNESS.
This is the lesson that St BRIDGET of AVALON taught me, through Life and through a dream and through a
chivalric little white boy.
This is important, because….
STATEMENT #2

WE RECOGNIZE THE NEED FOR NEWTONIAN BALANCE
In this Protocol, I will consciously engineer a paradigm of Anti-Aryan Racism called The NIGHT Fever.
Therefore, let us be under no illusions as to The Truth of The NIGHT Fever.
The NIGHT Fever is an equal and opposite reaction to The WHITE Fever ~ a weight of psychological pressure
on The Left to prevent The Great Ship of Civilization from capsizing to The Right.
Therefore, The NIGHT Fever is The Balance to The WHITE Fever.
Whilst The WHITE Fever exists, The NIGHT Fever is a NECESSARY Survival Move to

Brunette Children from The Blond Paedophile Race Hierarchy.

Protect

Two lies that we tell ourselves, thus to configure The Machine of Society to a temporary Balance, whilst
we quest, understand, & discover a real long-term
that currently afflicts The Free World.

Cure to The Psychological Disease

A Psychic Epidemic of The BLACK & WHITE Fever is upon The World.
Unless the puzzle of its mystery is solved, The Gene Wars will be upon The World.
-o0o-

REVOLUTION
We, The Free Citizens of The Western World, are untrained to addressing an insurrection by nazi paedophiles
and paedophile enablers. Faced with this danger, we must rely upon our resourcefulness.
I cite The Scout’s Oath ~ “I

will do my Best to do my duty to My God(dess) and

The Queen1”. This will be our guide.

We will defend our Liberty. To attempt to enslave our children is optional.

children is non-optional, it is requisite.

To defend our

History offers us three primary models of Liberation Events.
1) The Passover, a biblical event whereby Moses freed The Jews from The Egyptians.
2) The American Revolutions of Liberty, which created The Modern Free World.
3) World War II, where a single small country stood against the entire power of Europe and
through chivalric refusal to surrender, turned the entire tide and won The Unwinnable War.
The Protocol of The Black Sheep is constructed using these Three Models.

Anti-monarchists may see “The Queen” as an analogous use of vocabulary to represent Lady Liberty, rather than any monarch ~ but
let it be known that this revolution MAY NOT be used to undermine The Constitutional Monarchy of Britain, unless the presiding
member (at any present or future stage of history) of that institution chooses to identify her/himself with aryan racism or any other
type of racism.
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This protocol will stand as an “option” for The Free People of Humanity and The Brunette People of
Humanity, in all desperate future situations of aryan insurrection.
There is no excuse for any blond or sycophantic blond-worshipping citizens to organize to the expressed
purpose of subjecting Brunette children to neo-aryan paedophilia.
The Neo-Aryan Race, in its foundation document, Mein Kampf (Hitler, 1925), states that they will not keep
any treaties made with Brunettes ~ therefore, it is not possible for Blond Race Hierarchists to
“promise” they won’t hurt our children.
The Brunette People of The Free World will not recognize any legislation that removes The Inalienable
Rights of Free Citizens, be these rights recognized by a government or not.
The Free People of Humanity will not relinquish Liberty, and, with the advent of Revolution, we cease to
recognize all rights to legal protection formerly claimed by the racist paedophiles and paedophile enablers.
Liberty is a social contract between The Individual and The Collective. Those who reject this social contract,
can no longer claim the benefits of it ~ including the right to vote and the infrastructure of Law. Such
individuals relinquish Political Liberty, in order to gain the freedom and risk of life by tooth and claw.
Let it be remembered that Freedom is the alleviation of a limit (potentially any limit), but Liberty is
specifically freedom from Political Oppression.
To claim the benefits of Liberty, The Citizen must assume the responsibilities of Liberty.
Every human Life contains a component of Duty to her or his fellow humans.
Natural Selection hath named this Duty ~ Love.
No human is truly alone.
This is the meaning of the manifesto that you are reading.
“Democracy is two wolves and a sheep, voting about what they are going to have for lunch.
Liberty is a well-armed sheep, contesting the vote.”
-o0oTHE JUSTIFICATION FOR REVOLUTION

Democracy is a machine whose Purpose is to articulate Liberty, through the collective coordination of The Free Society.
Like any machine, it may be sabotaged, misused, or deteriorated, through lack of maintenance.
When this happens, it is less able to fulfil its Purpose, which is The Liberty of The Individual Citizen.
The Purpose of the machine is more important than the machine, itself.
The Purpose of Democracy is Liberty.
When Democracy fails to any longer functionally express Liberty, then Liberty assumes priority

over Democracy.
Democracy is an imperfect system for articulating Liberty, but it is The Best System that we currently have,
for this Purpose.
When Authority ceases to honour Liberty, then Authority no longer has validity, in any Free Country.
The intention of this protocol is the re-configuration of the machine to Liberty.
-o0o3

THE FORMULAE OF REVOLUTION
“Democracy is two wolves and a sheep, voting about what they are going to have for lunch.
Liberty is a well-armed sheep, contesting the vote.”
I.
THE GENETICS OF NATURAL SELECTION
We choose, as our Weapon of Revolution = The Agents of Chemical

Castration.

A Clean, Painless, Harmless, Humane Weapon that promises to end the possibility of endlessly repeating
racist insurrection attempts by aryan paedophile race hierarchists.
Every electorate that votes an aryan race hierarchist into political office will be the recipient

of these Potions of Chemical Castration.
If you vote to dismantle democracy and subject Brunette children to an aryan race hierarchy ~ then you
shall not yourself have children.
II.
THE GENESIS OF THE BALL-BREAKERS
Where will The Agents of Chemical Castration come from?
They are already being created, in Australia and The Free World, in massive amounts.
In every country, at the current age of history, irresponsible chemical regulation and pollution control
means that there is an abundance of available ingredients for the creation of easy DYI2 Potions of
Chemical Castration.
The Brunette People, whose children are under threat, have begun the process of researching local recipes
for creating Chemical Castration Agents from locally available ingredients.
These recipes are being circulated, anonymously.
Any Free Citizen can research a local method (e.g. www.chemwatch.com ), write that recipe into a scroll of
instructions, reproduce it, and anonymously circulate it to other Free Citizens.
The recipient of a recipe scroll never knows who gave it to her!
Thus, cannot be tortured by nazis to reveal a resistance network.
It would take fifty years for Africa to develop a nuclear weapons program ~ but every Brunette in America
could be armed with these potions, in a month, if there exists appropriate motivation to organize.
The Cheapest Weapon of Mass Destruction ever created ~ therefore, an eternal means by which The
Working Class can hold The Ruling Class accountable, for it misused of authority.
A wet woollen glove wiped over the surface, as The Free Citizen walks past.
Every door handle. Every letterbox. Every railing. Every touchable surface.
If you attempt a neo-aryan race hierarchy insurrection in The Free World or anywhere else ~ every
Brunette in your country will be INSTANTLY armed with the means to chemically castrate every aryan
racist and all of their offspring, before that offspring can grow old enough to contribute to your gene banks.
Painless. Harmless. Humane.
This is a promise.
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DYI = “Do it yourself”, e.g. home-brew potions.
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Therefore, let every Brunette whose children are threatened by aryan race-hierarchy paedophilia, now
respond by researching a local recipe of Chemical Castration ` and anonymously circulate this among your
fellow Free Citizens.
This is a legal act, in preparation of the currently occurring aryan paedophile insurrection attempt.
-o0oIII.
CASTRATING THE NEO-ARYAN RACIST PAEDOPHILES
We will use these potions to castrate ~
a)
b)
c)
d)

All members of aryan racist organizations, and
All corrupt aryan worshipping racism policemen, and
All electorates that vote aryan racists into office, and
All aryan racist politicians & leaders of society.

We also reserve the right to castrate all descendants of these listed individuals.
These offspring subjected to painless chemical castrate may live full and free lives, creating families by
adopting the children of those who were threatened by their parent’s racist paedophile intentions.
Aryan Racists, if you threaten The Brunette Children in service of a Blond Race Hierarchy, then you shall
not yourself have descendants.
-o0o-

THE POOPY DISEASES
The production of melanin (brown colouration) in skin is caused by a trigger molecule.
Because the machinery for triggering melanin production is a genome button, it need only be pressed.
If Blond People fail to dismantle their second insurrection attempt, The Brunette People of Humanity will
unlock the gene sequence that triggers melanin production and insert it into every virus, every flu season.
Humans at my university have moved bioluminescence genes from an octopus into a papaya and made it
glow in the dark ~ it is much easier to trigger melanin production.
Thus, a virus sequence that causes skin, hair and eyes to turn brown, whenever the Blondie sneezes.
The aryan “pissheads” like to talk piss by calling all Brunettes “shitheads”, and in reply, The Brunette People
have organized this little joke to talk more intelligent shit in reply.
The Poopy Viruses.
There will never again be a successful virus that has not got The Poopy Virus Gene Sequence inserted into it.
Whenever Nature causes a new disease outbreak, we will insert this gene sequence into it. A painless,
harmless, shit-staining punishment.
The Poopy Viruses.
We, The Brunette People, promise that we will develop this virus and use it thus, at some point in future, as
punishment upon all blond people, if you try a second insurrection of your master-race nonsense. A certain
punishment, irrelevant of any other outcome. Inevitable.
The Poopy Viruses.
-o0o-
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IV.
THE GENE WARS
This clean, painless, harmless, humane weapon of Chemical Castration is the fundamental feature of The
Gene Wars.
The Gene Wars will fuel the development of Chemical Castration into an advanced weapon of warfare.
We will learn to seed clouds with Agents of Chemical Castration ~ thus to “rain on the nazi’s parade”.
We will develop disguised motion-activated puffing devices that are imported into nazi countries disguised
as ordinary items.
We will arm every Brunette who works in the food or service industry in every nazi country.
The race hierarchy will be poisoned from within.
The racist victims castrated or sterilized of these agents, will not discover this fact, until so long after the
event that it is impossible to trace “whodunit”.
Furthermore, we make a promise.
If The Gene Wars occur, then The Country of NORWAY will be rendered so toxic as to be uninhabitable for
the next millennium.
The toxins will be reapplied regularly, and even after a 1000 years, its land will never again be safe to dwell
upon.
This is The Nature of The Gene Wars.
We are composing so ruthless a methodology that all race-hierarchists will choose not to initiate The Gene
Wars.
Nevertheless, for the rest of human history, The Free People will be armed with this weapon.
It will never be safe to attack our children, again.
-o0oV.
THE FREE MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY
Global warming and aryan racism and oppression of The Working Class the financial
mismanagement of our society’s collective wealth.
White middle-aged men constitute near all politicians of near all governments in The Western World.
Therefore, white middle age men are responsible for near all leadership failure in regard to the four issues,
raised above.
The time for the predominance of white middle age male leaders is ended.
We initiate The Butterfly Eclipse.
The time has come for female leaders.
The time has come for leadership representation of every colour demographic that is part of, contributing
to, and loyal to our wonderful Free Societies.
We require change and we will enact, despite the disgusting behaviour of the privileged super-rich white
middle-aged male bigots who have proved such poor leaders.
Change is coming.
-o0o6

THE QUESTION OF FORBIDDEN LOVE
I want a world where my blond daughters can marry anybody of any colour, dark or light ~ by falling in love with The Individu al, not
The Stereotype.
I want a world where my blond daughters will not be facing attacks on their children, when they thus fall in love and marry as they
will.
I want a world where multi-coloured Australian children will be born with bright eyes and dark skin and every wonderful combination
brought forth by True Love that is Fearless.
To Love without care for race and class and even gender ~ this is a freedom of political oppression.
Forbidden Love.
Let us honour this flower and let it grow where it wills.
Nobody is forced to partake of it.
Nobody has the right to prevent it.
We are individuals, not stereotypes.
We are Free Citizens.
Through the rest of Forever, I dedicate my soul to this Forbidden Love.
Sempre Floret.
Eternally blooming.

♀

THE RELATIONSHIP OF NAZISM TO THE FREE WORLD
THE FREUDIAN POOP UPON THE GREAT BLOND COPROPHAGE
The Skinhead Nazi Youth Movement is typified by its iconic haircut ~ shaving the entire head bald.
Dr Freud now has a question for this movement.
You claim that blond hair is ‘the best thing’ to have ~ to aggressively prove that you believe this, you ritually
shave off your hair.
Therefore, is blond hair what you secretly genuinely want or is this nazi doctrine something you don’t really
believe ~ a lie you tell yourselves?
Have you made an entire movement advertising the fact that you don’t believe that blond hair is ‘the best
thing to have’?
You did not call the movement “The Blondhead Movement”, you called it “The Skinhead Movement”.
Perhaps Dr Freud would like to expand the analysis to encompass the entire nazi movement?
The “Aryan Race” is an Indian legend about the gods coming to mate with humans, and Europeans learned
of it (for the first time) when Europe conquered India and made a colonial vassal of it. Thus, is it not amusing
that, in WWII, The Germans should choose a non-nordic foreign ethnic word as the ultimate name for their
race and the ultimate symbol of their claim that they are a “pure” Nordic race, with no non-nordic ethnic
blood or culture? Were there no Nordic words for the “aryan” race?
Or might the “aryan” race be a “Freudian” race?
Either way, I make fun of them by calling them “Indian-Germans” and I suggest that the “pure” factory boys
may have feelings toward brown Indian girls ~ feelings they are having trouble confronting.
Their “kampf”.
But let us continue.
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Hitler declared his understanding of The Swastika as an Oriental symbol ~ were there no German symbols?
The nazis proudly marched around performing The Roman Salute, perhaps because they were proud of
being the former slaves of Rome ~ slaves who never liberated themselves, but were freed when Rome
decided that slavery was less economically viable than a conventionally exploited workforce in which the
exploiters didn’t need to pay for the slaves’ food and accommodation?
But perhaps the “master-race” could not think of a new salute?
And then there is the “aryan” claim to be descended from Greece, land of the brown dwarves.
Among the pagentry of the “aryan” race, we find an absence of only one sort of pagentry.
Nordic/German pagentry.
Thank you, Dr Freud, for that little insight into the ideological strength of the youth nazi movement 3.
-o0o-

PATRIOTISM
Some years ago, every ultra-racist group in every city of The Free World founded an organization with the
word “patriot” in its name ~ all of them did this, as a co-ordinated act, within the course of a year or so.
This indicates a centralized body, with leadership over the entire global ultra-right.
It has been suggested that the survivors of the nazi movement of WWII have created remnant organizations,
one or some of which have reformed a centre of nazi power in Northern Europe and this body is giving
direction to the racist ultra-right, globally.
This suggests that The Free World is under attack from a powerful, non-government intelligence/military
organization that cannot, under current social conditions, establish itself openly.
-o0oWe have established that every extremist racist group changed their name to “patriot” in a single coordinated global act ~ therefore, let us analyse their claim to patriotism.
Every war memorial, in every city, in The Free World defines the meaning of patriotism and lists nazis as
defined enemies of The Anglo-World and The Free World.
Therefore, to adopt Nazism is to engage in an attack upon your own Free Country, the integrity of its
government, and the freedom of its people.
To become a nazi is to organize for the purpose of taking away the citizenship rights of your fellow Free
Citizens.
Therefore, Nazism cannot be described as “patriotic” in any currently existing country.
The global co-ordination and cross-national presence of Nazism implies that nazi groups cannot be honestly
described as “nationalistic”, but must be described as “internationalistic” ~ not loyal to the country’s
government, but to a foreign power.

And may I also draw the reader’s attention to the pseudo-historical fiction film named “A Dangerous Method” (). And I ask ~ is this
film an analysis of Freud’s & Jung’s contributions to The Science of Psychology/Psychiatry or is this film an indulgence in the
glorification of Jung’s interest in the occult, with little or no attention given to his contributions to psychology? What knowledge or
ignorance has the filmmaker shown of Freud’s & Jung’s science teachings? What are the politics, underpinning the propaganda
messages of this film? And perhaps most importantly of all, how shall we understand those who validate or invalidate the findings of
any Scientist, on the basis of that Scientist’s race or hair colour? And finally, of Freud & Jung, who contributed tangibly to the nazis’
ability to conduct the psychological process traditionally described by the words “Know Thyself”? Some humanoids are naturally
inclined to “choose” their truth based on “teams”, whilst other use “facts” ~ which of these two inclinations is an indication of genetic
superiority? Should alpha individuals be defined by their tendency to submit to mobs when they know those mob are acting against
impractically, or should they be defined by the ability to intelligently defy mobs when those mobs are acting in self-destructive ways?
Should we respect men who cannot acknowledge their own ignorance?
3
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-o0oSo, who are these non-patriotic patriots?
A blond race-hierarchy offers brunette children less protection than The RSPCA4 currently gives to pets.
Therefore, every member of these non-patriotic patriots is either a paedophile or a paedophile enabler.
This is truth, not anything less.
Every nazi is either a paedophile or a paedophile enabler.
The real implication of being a blond-superiority racist.
There are these types of paedophiles and paedophile enablers organizing in Australia, openly, among good
Australians, and calling themselves “patriots”.
Let every anti-fascist organization on Planet Earth and beyond, now, adopt the word Patriot in honour of
The ANZACs and Allied Forces of Liberty who began defeating the paedophile culture of fascism, in WWII,
and will continue to defeat the nazi cowards, everywhere they arise, for the rest of history.
-o0o-

THE AXIS MUNDI
ORGANIZATIONAL PARADIGMS FOR DEFENDING LIBERTY #1
THE INSTITUTION OF SCIENCE AS THE CENTRE OF THE FREE WORLD

THE TECHNOLOGICAL MYSTERIES OF EARTHCORE
EARTHCORE is dedicated entirely to finding scientific solutions to political problems through dedication to
the ideals of Liberty, Chivalry, Science and Art.
EARTHCORE is dedicated to Liberty as an ideal and does not recognize of any religious context to this idea.
EARTHCORE is a “game of conspiracy” for people dedicated to Liberty who understand Science as a means
for finding truths and liberating humanity from political oppression.
EARTHCORE is an ethical organization, hypothesizing “Morality is a product of Natural Selection” and cites
as evidence the presence of the moral concept of Justice, in most dis-similar (but stable) ancient and modern
cultures.
EARTHCORE recognizes that harnessing Religious Fervour to The Concept of Liberty holds potentials for
human happiness.
EARTHCORE recognizes both The Devil and God and every other deity as human dreams, which have
assumed the life of a collective psychosis, within the body politic of Humanity.
EARTHCORE is firmly dedicated to The Principles of Atheism, but recognizes the individual citizens freedom
to understand the world through religion.
EARTHCORE admires the bravery portrayed in The Devil’s Quest for Free Will and Fall from Heaven and
Millennia-long Journey of Self-Discovery and ability to look Beyond The End of Christianity’s “Apocalypse”
Prophecies.
EARTHCORE recognizes Satanism and Christianity and every other religion as Mind-Control Cults with
motivations that are probably inherently conflicting with The Quest for Truth.
EARTHCORE acknowledges a number of religious symbols to express Liberty. These are ~
ENOCH, the firstborn/only child of CAIN, whom his father sold to The Devil, and who renounced his father’s
crime and became a symbol of The Uniting of Racial Differences through Love.

4

Royal Society for The Protection of Animals.
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BRIDGET, The Celtic Goddess of Liberty, Chivalry, Art, Poetry, Song, and Fire, who was adopted by The
Christianity and made a Holy Saint. This Lady represents those white people who renounced racism5,
dedicating themselves to Liberty, Chivalry, and Art.
The AIN SOPH AUR, The Original Hebrew conception of God as (not an anthropomorphic deity, but as) “The
Infinite Light”. We see the personification of God as a “Human” as the act of endowing God with human flaws,
including hate, anger, tyranny, injustice, deceit, and every flaw of the worshipper, e.g. any religious cult
brainwashing nonsense that “the personifier” chooses.
We acknowledge that God can be seen as a Girl.
Thus do we address the question of religious nonsense!
EARTHCORE is a non-religious conspiracy, dedicated to the ideals of goodness, morality, caring, cooperation, and (except in times of revolution) lawfulness.
EARTHCORE strives for a World founded on honour, dignity, love, liberty, Science, and the co-operation of
every diverse and different and competent person, to fulfil The Dream of The Free World.
EARTHCORE recognizes The Sylvan as a scientific cultural matrix with an engineered social function and as
a work of Liberty, Art, and Idealism, and as a key to ecological regeneration of bio-sphere.
EARTHCORE is a moral conspiracy, that understands morality as an evolved phenomenon, necessary to the
maintenance of a successful society of humanoids.
The fixed moralities of EARTHCORE are Liberty, Chivalry, Art, Science, Justice, Love & The Transcendence
of Bigotry, through the empowerment of the individual’s power to move beyond group mentality and the
concept of stereotyping. Yet we understand that stereotyping directs the behaviour of many humanoids and
thus must be recognized a potentially abusable component in The Machine of Society. We seek to liberate
the individual from slavery to preconceptions.
To counter The Blond Racist Networks, there now exists a non-evil “Mostly Brunette Conspiracy” dedicated
to the creation, maintenance, and growth of Free Societies (People of Every Colour can join this conspiracy,
by dedicating themselves to Liberty).
The “New Man” of EARTHCORE is Lady Liberty, the idealized personification of The Human Animal ~ a
Liberator and Light-Bringer and Scientist and Woman.
The Symbol of EARTHCORE is The Triangle within The Circle, symbolizing Balance in Everything.
The Colours of EARTHCORE are The Rainbow, a wondrous phenomenon of The Homeworld.
The Number of EARTHCORE is Three, representing The Unity of Difference.
This game of conspiracy will be typified by a respect for Mother Nature, expressed through culture, food,
philosophy, art, and architecture.
The name EARTHCORE comes from The Christian Bible, whose Book of Genesis spoke of the first humans
being created from the soil or earth.
EARTHCORE has no religious dimension.
Liberty teaches that religious questions are a part of the process of creating meaning, in life, and they
constitute a journey to walk, rather than a group to join ~ thus, religion is an entirely personal matter and
any religious idea that is compatible with the concept of Liberty is acceptable, within EARTHCORE.
BRIDGET is an ancient Celtic Deity who was understood as The Goddess of Art, Fire, and Song, and a Muse of Poetry. The Christ ians
later appropriated Her, making her a Saint of The Catholic Church. In addition, She, like Britain, has become a symbol of White People
who reject Aryan Racism. This annoys the nazis in astonishingly fun ways, as they feel that there should not be any deific sy mbols of
white people who reject racism. Amusingly, every aryan member of The Nazi Inner Circle choose to throw down their swords, get on
their knees, be put on trial and put to an ignoble death at the hands of Jew-Lovers, at the end of WWII. This, after spending the entire
war talking piss about The Traditional Viking Ritual for summoning The Valkyries, i.e. only a Viking who dies with a sword in hand can
go to VALHALLA. The Aryan Founding Father who went to VALHALLA was a part-Jewish mongrel shithead with one testicle and an
obsession for blond genetics ~ Adolph Hitler. A fact which suggests that “aryanism” is an insult to The Valhallan Deities and they cannot
answer it without altering their relationship to “cowardice”. But, metaphysical nonsense aside, BRIDGET’s role as both a Christian
Saint and a Pagan Deity and a Symbol of White People transcending Racism makes Her an idea with the potential to unify The Free
People of AVALON.
5
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EARTHCORE will not validate any use of religion to physically violate The Liberty of any individual, except
in times of War (under which conditions, all holy books are interpreted to inspire The Free People to defeat
every tyrant).
EARTHCORE understands itself through the ideal of Lady Liberty as its personification of the anthropogenic
articulation of ideal, but strives for gender equality, race equality, and a minimization of the differences
between socio-economic classes.
Most neo-racist organizations strive toward an ideal of “The New Man”.
The EARTHCORE ideal of “The New Woman” can displace “The New Man”, in each of these psychological
machines, allowing individual cult members step out of their brainwashing jackets, quite easily.
The intention of EARTHCORE is The Liberation of The Individual Citizen ~ every human and humanoid.
EARTHCORE is dedicated to The Idea of Liberty.
The word “freedom” means freedom from a particular limitation, but the word “Liberty” means freedom
from political oppression.
The idea of Liberty is the idea that the purpose of human society is to facilitate of The Creative Liberty of
the individual.
We believe that individual humans have the ability to create Meaning, in the vastness of Eternity.
This is a fantastic ability shared by no other facet of The World, yet encountered by us ~ we have only found
this, within our own minds.
The rest of The World can be mechanical.
We can be more.
There appears to be no inherent meaning to The World.
Humanity is the only thing, in The Infinity, (as far as we know) with the ability to create meaning.
Liberty teaches that the purpose of society is to free the individual citizen to create meaning, within the
context of all available knowledge that humanity possesses.
This is the meaning of the word “Liberty”.
I am SALOME of The ALBATROSS who hath defied Her FATE to light The Lamp of LIBERTY.
-o0oThe Formation of EARTHCORE will start in Brisbane, Australia.
It has started, at The Invocation of Liberty.
At demonstrations against Blond Nazism, Brunettes will gather and form a Brunette Sub-Culture called
EARTHCORE, BRISBANE.
The objective is to create a new culture, (generally) Brunette only, but Blonds who are genuinely dedicated
to Liberty, talk the talk and walk the walk, are welcomed. This is an environmentally-aware culture that will
draw much of its inspiration from the figure of Princess Leia Organa of The STAR WARS Mythos. Essentially,
EARTHCORE is a secret world, layered within the social reality. A place where Brunettes can work together
to fulfil The Dream of The Free World.
Where Blond Racism is dedicated to creating paedophile race hierarchies, Brunette Racism is
dedicated to forming impenetrable groups consecrated to Liberty and the creation of Free Societies,
where nobody suffers political oppression.
Entry is by a handshake, very simple, use your thumb to write The English Letter X, on the back of your
fellow’s hand. It is an unmistakable sensation. If in public, you can bring your second hand to clasp over the
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top of your thumb, entirely hiding the handshake from observation6. This is a very simple Secret Grip and
you will practice, stylize and make it an art form of beauty, much as language can be pronounced in a
beautiful accent or an ugly accent.
The English Letter X is The Roman Numeral 10, which represents The Ten Steps of The Butterfly’s Dance (c.f.
The Seed of GAIA by Glenorchy McBride, 2013), through which the planetary biosphere is regenerated.
Ultimately, it is a sign of recognition, a great fun game of Liberty, and the key to a door which leads to
EARTHCORE.
Very easy, beautiful people.
Whilst this new youth sub-culture emerges in Brisbane, The Brunettes of every other city in Australia will
also unlock the portal to EARTHCORE, The Axel upon which The Earth Turns.
Brunettes of The World, The Key to your Liberty is in Your Hands!
-o0o-

THE LIBERTY MILITIAS
ORGANIZATIONAL PARADIGMS FOR DEFENDING LIBERTY #2
THE MILITANT CO-ORDINATION OF THE FREE PEOPLE OF THE FREE WORLD

THE LIBERTY GUN CLUBS OF THE FREE WORLD

I firmly believe that there is no need or valid excuse for the unregulated circulation of powerful weaponry,
among members of a peaceful Free Society. However, America has taught us a tradition of understanding
guns in the context of Citizen Militia which exist for the purpose of defending The Liberty of The Free
Society. As I watch the aryan race-hierarchist paedophiles and paedophile-enablers stock-piling guns and
talking openly of their intention to ferment civil war within our Free Society, I recognize that, in Nature,
Force must often be countered by Force.
In Australia, guns are so heavily regulated that the only real gun that I have seen (outside of military parades
and police sidearms and televised media), is the handgun owned by my grandfather, who was a commando
and the commanding officer in charge of The Queens Beach Red section of The D-Day Invasion, which ended
WWII. A black Colt .45 Automatic, that he had picked it up from the body of a fellow soldier who had dropped
dead beside him, during the fray. It was a gun that had killed many nazis. He also had a great knife with
brass knuckles. He would stand behind a tree, in the forests of France, at night, and as the nazis walked past,
he would punch the leader in the face, with the knife, and gut the racist lemming, on the back stroke, then
BANG BANG BANG, shoot dead the nazis who were following the leader. He published a book on the subject 7.
But the point being that almost no private citizens in Australia own a gun, and those few who do, can’t carry
them in public. There is virtually no civilian gun violence, in my country. And, until the nazis started
fermenting civil war, there has never been a need for me or most other citizens to own a gun. But the nazis
are stockpiling guns, recruiting in the police force and military and attempting to harm our children ~ the
time has come for Free Citizens to learn how to responsibly own guns.
The Liberty Militias of America will be our model, but we want it unambiguously understood that GUN
LAWS MAY NOT BE RELAXED, IN THE AFTERMATH OF CIVIL WAR.
I have NEVER needed a gun, before, and I have LOVED living in my Free Peaceful Society. We are fighting
for freedom, not for the militarization of our society. We want our children to grow up in a peaceful
intellectual Free World, where they will be safe and free to become whatever they want, within the context
of Liberty.
Therefore, we approach the question of guns with great hesitation, care, and thought.
Let The Free People and The Brunette People now establish formal, by-the-rules “sporting gun clubs”, called
Liberty Gun Clubs, in every city of Australia and The Free World.

Many factions of The Humanoid World use this two-handed “veiled” handshake, to draw a sign of recognition, upon the back of the
hand being shook ~ for example, The English Number 22 is used by SALOME’s Crew. The English Number 99 is used by Assassins of The
Outer Order. The English Number 11 is used, as a common touchstone, by witches and every type of being who serves The Devil.
7 D-Day on Queens Beach Red (Glenorchy McBride I, 1994) ~ ISBN 9780646184852.
6
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These Liberty Gun Clubs will be places where The Free Citizen can go to learn how to use and own and
care for a licensed gun. These guns will then be kept in secure, hidden locations, within each house and used
only for the purpose of learning (in the context of the gun club) and, if civil war erupts, then every Free
Citizen will have “mysteriously lost” their side-arm, if fascist governments try to revoke gun licenses held
by those who oppose aryan race hierarchist paedophiles and paedophile-enablers.
In essence, the protocol of The Liberty Gun Clubs is an expression of The Scout’s Motto ~ Be Prepared!
Let every Brunette and every Free Citizen Be Prepared to defend our children from The Aryan RaceHierarchist Paedophiles and Paedophile-Enablers who have threatened our children.
This is as much as this protocol will license, in relation to citizen firearms, in Australia.
In America and countries where gun regulation is lapse, the members of The Liberty Gun Clubs may choose
to carry arms in counter-marches, which occur in oppositional conjunction with nazi political rallies.
-o0o-

LIBERTY

THE PROGRAM OF REVOLUTION

THE POLITICAL RECONFIGURATION OF THE DEMOCRACY MACHINE
The Steps to Change are ~
I. THE ORGANIZATION OF HUMANITY’S INFORMATION RESOURCES
Humans can only make their own decisions, if they have access to true information. For example, an ethical
human can be prompted to make an ethically-motivated attack upon another innocent ethical human, if
given appropriate attack-motivating false information.
At the behest of powerful economic interests, a number of western countries have dismantled their
legislated requisites for news media companies to present information honestly, e.g. news has been legally
defined as a form of entertainment, in The USA8. In addition, there have also occurred the removal of
legislation that protects the consumer from the provider’s use of intrusive “behaviour modification”
technologies, developed by the psychological sciences. The results have been widespread, ranging from
dramatic and unhealthy psychological changes in the citizen population and a dramatic increase the general
confusion and ignorance of the “thus deceived” citizens.
Yet no human of any quality can make wise decisions, without valid information.
To lie to a citizen and called that lie “valid news” is to take that citizen’s freedom of decision away from her.
Therefore, the most fundamental step in re-configuring The Machine of Free Society to Liberty is
The Repair of Legislation protecting Truth, in all Information Systems of Humanity.
b) The Reinstitution and Upgrade of Responsible Broadcasting Legislation requiring that content be in
the interests of The Consumer. This legislation (recently removed from America9 and other Free Countries)
will be upgraded to address the question of psychological “behaviour modification” technologies and
systems, e.g. subliminal messaging. Let it be remembered that some of the greatest tragedies in human
history have at their root the misuse of these manipulative media technologies. Responsibility in provision
will include positive roles for women and all minorities and majorities that support the ideal of Liberty.
a) The instituting of clear Fiction/Non-Fiction labelling on all transmitted information, worldwide. Let
information be COMPLETELY free, but every provider (commercial or private) MUST label their content as
FICTION ~ unless it fulfils the requirements defined for NON-FICTION.
Let guidelines for labelling be created by The United Nations (etc.) and interpreted into law by individual
governments. Within that context, let The Provider choose and place the label upon the content provided,
without regulation from any factor, except consequence.

8
9

Easy Digestion Reference #1 The Corporation (Mark Achbar, 2004) film.
Easy Digestion Reference # 2 The Brainwashing of My Dad (Jen Senko, 2016) film.
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The misuse of The Label NON-FICTION will validly allow consumers of the content to financially sue10 to
The Provider for compensation ~ BIG MONEY, not small money. This means that only those who are
prepared to stand by their statements will label their information as NON-FICTION. The purpose of this
system is to allow the consumer to identify sound news media information.
The World and The Web can thus be filled ANY sort of FICTION and everybody will have fun, without getting
confused. But those who label their content NON-FICTION, must be able to stand by their claim. This system
costs a government very little, to institute.
II. THE REMOVAL OF PROCESS CORRUPTION FROM THE FUNCTIONING OF THE SOCIETY MACHINE
Process Corruption is the misuse of social systems by those in positions of responsibility, e.g. government,
military, judiciary, police force. Process corruption degrades the provision of the service provided by the
aspect of the machine corrupted. Removing process corruption is usually a maintenance issue ~ therefore,
there will NEVER be a time when it is inappropriate to increase the preventative measures and
punishments associated with crimes of process corruption. In any society, free or otherwise, the
performance success of the entire society negatively correlates with levels of process corruption.
a) The institution of ruthless Anti-Corruption Systems in The Political/Electoral-Process, Media, Justice
Systems, Military, Civic Bureaucracy, and all other Public Institutions.
b) The institution of ruthless Punishments for those in positions of responsibility who engage in ANY form
of process corruption.
c) The removal of the power of politicians to appoint Judges.
d) The involvement and empowerment of highest level of The Judiciary in the process for creating anticorruption systems, in every Free Country.
c) The institution of psychological testing to prevent extremist racists (of every variety, but particularly of
majority groups) from entering The Police Force.
III. THE TRINITY OF THE GREAT SOCIETY
Free Education, Health-Care, and Justice for every member of The Free Society, high or low.
a) Meritocracy is a fundamental idea, underpinning every Free Society ~ every person rises according to
her own contribution, effort, and ability. And yet on its own, Meritocracy can be elongated into a means of
political oppression. Therefore, we choose to integrate the idea that in a Free Society that exists to facilitate
The Individual’s Liberty, nobody is allowed to fall “too far”.
Thus, even those who cannot perform, are given support by their society. In Australia, the government
provides a small “free” social security income (colloquially called “the dole”) for all unemployed citizens,
e.g. usually this is under 5% of the population, in times of economic abundance, and the figure rises, when
the business world is under pressure. It is true that a few people use this as a permanent income, e.g. the
entire community of young Artists, in Australia, would not be nearly so vibrant and beautiful, if not for this
system. And the country is not significantly affected by this factor. However, if we removed this system,
tomorrow, approximately 5% of Australians would have no way to pay their rent or feed themselves and
would become homeless overnight. The artists would survive fine (we are accustomed to living outside of
“normality” and most of us would simply become prostitutes, street performers, and tricksters). But the
rest of that unemployed population would be faced with the choice between violent crime or starvation.
Would that factor make the middle and upper classes “safer”? In America, it has not. Therefore, The Free
Society that we are building will always maintain the policy = no citizen is ever allowed to fall “too far”.
This is a necessary political ideal for preventing the stratification of meritocracy from becoming an engine
of political oppression. We hold that this is a requisite of Liberty. We define that there will never be a future
stage in human evolution where this ideal will not be a fundamental part of The Free Society, irrelevant of
how natural genetic caste stratification or even speciation events should occur. True leaders have no need
to torture or tyrannize or make unhappy those who pose no threat.
b) Free Education is a fundamental expression of meritocracy. Education is the primary factor in the
success or failure of a country. Education is the driver of national growth, prosperity, and the wisdom of the
Under current conventional systems regulation through litigation, large companies can afford often to cut corners and pay up, if
pressed, whilst small companies can be bullied by large companies who pick over details, in order to silence them. Therefore, these
litigation systems may benefit from considering payouts as a percentage of income, with a minimum threshold, which is punishing to
penniless operators who misuse the labelling system. By these words, I have identified a problem, experts will craft a solution.
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culture. Education is a primary industry bringing customers and wealth into a country. Education is THE
MOST IMPORTANT GIFT THAT ANY SOCIETY CAN GIVE TO ITS CITIZENS. To the individual citizen,
Education may be the most important asset in the determination of success or failure, in life ~ more
important than most genetic factors and most other nurture factors. Therefore, to build a Great Society, we
build Great Education Systems.
Among the most important steps in Revolution is the institution of Free Education in Australia,
AVALON, and The Free World. Therefore, Education (both childhood schooling11 and University tuition) will
be free and available unrestricted to every child and citizen and member of our Free Society. Funding to
schools and universities will be raised to high priority and there will never be a time when it is acceptable
to de-prioritize this funding. We will build our schools and universities to be THE BEST IN THE WORLD.
These will be available as paid services for foreigner visitors to our countries, thus to generate an industry,
through this process.
The engine of knowledge that is The Technological World is responsible for every convenience, from mobile
phones to toilet paper. There is no facet that has contribute so much to human happiness, as Science has
contributed.
Let us forever honour our Scientists ~ for thereby, we honour our Children.
This is a fundamental idea underpinning the future success of every Free Society.
Let is also be recognized that all knowledge is reliant upon the contribution of all prior knowledge and thus
belongs to all humanity, as a collective.
No member of our society may be denied Education for reasons of money.
c) Free Health Care Services are fundamental to meritocracy, for the undernourished and sick cannot
compete on equal terms with those who have cures to these disadvantages. Let Australia’s system of
“Medicare” be used as a model, in this matter. Let every member of society, high and low, have complete
and free and high-quality access to the best medical technologies.
America has no viable system of free public health care. As a result, the cost of health insurance in America
is UNBELIEVABLY HIGH, from the point of view of Australians. The health insurance companies cannot sell
high-priced policies in Australia, because nobody “needs” them. Thus, keeping those companies on a leash
is an important part of this process. Free Health Care means that optional private health insurance is VERY
CHEAP, in Australia ~ even at the highest policy levels.
I use private health-insurance, at the highest level, because I am a lunatic and I require12 easy access to
lunatic asylums, when my head turns upon itself in psychic self-cannibalism. The public system for mental
illness is very good. But private health insurance means I can find sanctuary in a number of comfortable
lunatic asylums, rather than only those that are chosen for me, by the public doctors who evaluate my state,
when psychosis overcomes me. This is important for my health. Thus, private health insurance gives me
one thing that the public health system does not give me. Choice.
The institution of Free High-Quality Public Health Care is an expression of idea that no member of our
society is allowed to fall “too far”. Thus, it is a requisite of Liberty. The purpose of Free Health Care is to
make meritocracy stratification to be a tool of Liberty, rather than a tool of political oppression.
d) Free Justice Systems mean that every member of The Free Society has protection under Law. Without
Free Justice Systems, access to Justice becomes limited to some and abundant to others ~ and thus, Justice
itself becomes a commercial product and a tool of political oppression. We will institute a system whereby

Free “public schools”, will always be supplemented by commercial option of paid “private schools”. The government’s
responsibility is The Public Schools. However, the “grammar school tradition” is a beautiful aspect of Avalonian culture and we choose
not to allow this beauty to fall or deteriorate (and in return, grammar schools have the duty of teaching their students the values of
Liberty, Chivalry, and Art, and not to be snobs). However, the government’s priority for use of taxpayer funds is not to give free
handouts to the rich old private schools, which the politicians attended. Taxpaid funding may support private schools, only if there are
no disfunctions in the public schooling system. The educational system of meritocracy will mean that a child born of a genius to a
penniless prostitute will nevertheless have full opportunity to assume any social role for which she can competitively qualify.
12 This is a matter of public safety. If there were no public system to give me asylum, when the madness grips me in a particular way
that I greatly fear, I suspect many innocent people would have suffered from my fits and I would be instituting a very clever plan of
mass murder as a prelude to murdering the prime minister of Australia, in a self-sacrificial act. I am not speaking these words as a
speculative joke, but as a very real prediction of the scenario. You are safe, because I understand myself and I have learned how to
submit myself to an asylum, each time my mind becomes too dangerous to be safe.
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all new lawyers must contribute a fixed number of years13, working in The Free Justice Provider System,
before being allowed to practice, in the open market. This means that ordinary people who cannot afford
expensive lawyers will not be reduced to the “junk-quality justice” of lawyers who couldn’t get hired
elsewhere. This also means that every lawyer in The Free World must gain real experience and insight into
her own society and its problems, before she is allowed to “assume power”.
IV. THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE PLANETARY BIOSPHERE
The mismanagement of The Planetary Biosphere by the rich white middle-aged male demographic that runs
all The Western Government is so profound that this demographic has lost all claim to the title of “Natural
Leaders”. No competent leader could have allowed this level of degeneration to have occurred. And only
Traitors to their office, their country, and their people could consciously engage in the act of sabotaging
efforts to correct the mismanagement issues. Every name of every politician who has decried and
undermined catastrophe mitigation measures is recorded in history. Your children must live with the
family name you have made for them. If your bloodlines survive The Chemical Castration Agents.
a) The “Question” of Global Warming is not a question, it is a really of profound scope. The implications
of which are catastrophic enough that no mitigation measure is too extreme. In each country, we, The
Citizens, hold the bloodlines of each politician and industrialist who has blocked mitigation and undermined
the role of truth, in the debate, to be responsible for the coming disaster. The Free Citizens will hold the
descendants of decision-makers responsible for their decisions, in accord with the evolutionary necessities
of natural selection, i.e. such genes have the talent to assume power, but are poor and dishonest leaders,
therefore, if they remain in the bloodpool, another planetary catastrophe, rooted in mismanagement, would
happen immediately in the wake of the current disaster.
This is a reality for every voter must consider, in every country, of The Free World.
We are concerned with stopping the catastrophe, before it occurs.
All current and future leaders of humanity may contemplate the wisdom of failing to mitigate the disaster
immediately.
b) Plastic Pollution of The Oceans has resulted in a floating island of plastic rubbish, the size of Texas, and
named The Great Pacific Garbage Patch. This plastic will never biodegrade, but instead, is degraded by
sunlight into microscopic pieces that are poisoning, sterilizing, and choking the dwellers of the ocean. The
problem is rooted in the idea of producing a material without first producing a recycling system.
Thus, will we, as a society, institute legislation requiring that all materials produced must first have
infrastructure in place to facilitate full waste recycling.
Where plastics are concerned, this means that every sort of plastic produced will either be biodegradable,
or it will be a component in a waste recycling infrastructure.
Governments will have a role in assisting industry to the development of waste management systems, yet
no material can be produced without a full recycling waste system first being in place.
V. DISMANTLING OVERT POLITICAL OPPRESSION, WITHIN THE FREE WORLD
The cumulation of the above listed issues (particularly racism and the misuse of media) has resulted in a
series of growing threats, in The Free World ~ threats that will be addressed and dismantled, through this
coming Revolution.
a) The Fantastically Expensive and Completely Pointless “Off-Shore Refugee Detention Centres” are
concentration camps for ethnic minorities. They constitute racism and thus, voting for a politician who
supports them constitutes ground for the Chemical Castration of the voters who put these racists into office.
Dismantle them immediately.
The UN Convention on Refugees requires that all true refugees apply for asylum at the first free country
they encounter. Therefore, if a fleeing individual continues past that first free country, then the individual
is not a refugee, but a traveller on a voluntary journey to a non-asylum-related destination. When these

The number of years will differ, in each country, but will always be a plural. This contribution will be viewed in much the same way
as the “post-doc” period that Scientists must generally wade through, before assuming a fully academic career. Have no doubt that,
after seven years of study to get a doctorate, the two to four year (length dependent on factors) post-doc period and its notorious low
pay, is universally seen, in The Sciences, as a comedy of exploitation ~ and yet we laugh and do our best and the whole of Sc ience
invariably benefits by the unique “trial by fire” experience endowed, during this notorious grade of initiation.
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travellers come to Australia, our only responsibility is to put them on a plane and send them to the free
country that nearest their place of origin ~ and let them apply for asylum, there.
A plane ticket, even with an escort, costs less than the cost of housing them for a single week, in an off-shore
detention centre.
Naturally we have no interest in travellers coming to Australia with claims of refugee status that contravene
The UN Convention, on this matter. There is a process for migration. All migrants may apply, through that
process, from the free country, nearest their point of origin.
The only responsibility we have is to gently and politely and congenially put them on a plane and send them
to a country where they can apply for refugee status, without contravening The Same UN Conventions that
they would like us to avoid contravening.
In addition, refugees constitute an economic opportunity for poor, underdeveloped countries. Poor
countries can welcome as new full-status citizens, refugees who are not their responsibility, for a price.
Thus, countries that don’t wish to receive refugees (even when they are required to, by The UN Convention)
can pay these “commercial asylum” countries to assume the refugee intake responsibilities of the less
welcoming countries.
This is the whole solution.
Dismantle the refugee concentration camps. Get rid of the Danish aryan nazi mercenary who runs them.
Allow full open investigations into the allegations of sexual and physical abuse, in these camps. Put the
refugees on planes and send them to the free countries nearest their destination or to countries that will
grant them full citizenship status, for a price. Concentration camps are no less racist now, than they were in
World War II. Electorates who vote for the continuation of the concentration camps open their suburbs to
the spread of Chemical Castration Agents, by The Free People. Fix the problem or sacrifice your testicles for
your cruel and impractical racist beliefs.
It is that simple.

The Right-Wing Governments’ Attacks on Youth Music Festivals
WILL END IMMEDIATELY!
b)

Why is The Australian ultra-right-wing government instituting strip searches on children at Music
Festivals? Why the massive police presence? Why are such a collection of infamously irresponsible immoral,
and criminal politicians behaving like such astonishing
are merely having fun with music!

Prudes, toward Australia’s children ~ who

Many of the government’s other crimes are atrocious, but this crime adds the unacceptable component of
tastelessness to the behaviour of the rich corrupt white middle-aged HYPOCRITES.
How can you call yourselves “evil” or “good” when you are incompetent managers, reducing the amount of
wonder in the world, to no gain.
Are you going to tell every kid in Australia that their hairstyles are going to be policed, next?
What of their clothes ~ are you going to tell kids to “get with the program” and send them reprogramming
camps, when they dress in fun ways?
Completely unacceptable.

GET OUT OF OUR MUSIC FESTIVALS
OR WE WILL CUT OFF YOUR CORRUPT, OVER-PAID TESTICLES,
YOU FASCIST TYRANT SWINES!
-o0o“Democracy is two wolves and a sheep, voting about what they are going to have for lunch.
Liberty is a well-armed sheep, contesting the vote.”
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THE FUN OF THE FREE WORLD
I suppose, as Revolutions go, this is a relatively quiet, ordered, non-hurtful, and “slogan-free” Revolution!
But the truth is that we are not interested in pushing any extremist political ideology. We are merely
interested in fixing up the society we already have ~ the society we deeply love.
The Free World already is a utopia. Extreme political ideologies (e.g. Marxism) can be fun and educational
and useful as balance factors to offset other extreme ideologies, but they rarely make for happy societies.
Liberty is the ideal that was given to us by our parents and our society and we intend to live up to that ideal.
We have no giant social upheaval. Actually, our intention is to gently and forcibly and uncompromisingly
move our wonder Free Society through the looming chaos, with minimum disturbance to “business as
usual”.
We want to keep our democratic political systems, maintain our love of our Avalonian culture (and other
free cultures), and generally be happy, together.
We understand that there exists growing nazi threat and it is demanding civil war, but we have chosen the
quiet gentle humane weapon of chemical castration, with which to fight this war. We will simply remove
the testicles of those who are demanding civil war. They can each be proud of the sacrifice they made for
their fanatic nonsense and we will wave goodbye to them, and they will no longer be part of the journey
called evolution.
No need for anybody to be unhappy and even those who are sterilized won’t get hurt and can live full free
lives and adopt children to help solve the human population growth problem.
We are not concerned with the value that aryan race hierarchies place upon their hairstyles. We are
concerned with the safety of our children and the threat their paedophile race hierarchy poses to these
babes. The aryan race hierarchy offers Brunette Children less protection than The RSPCA currently gives to
dogs. And the aryan supremacy ideology is rooted in to politic of awarding itself the “right” to break deals
that are made with Brunettes.
This is of concerned to us.
Thus, we The Free People (and every Brunette who is not a race traitor) have decided that those who would
harm our children shall not themselves have children.
We are getting rid of “The Racism Gene”.
We would like a Free, Peaceful, Happy, Sensible, Scientific Atmosphere to our Free Gentle Caring Society.
And that is what we are going to make.
Glenorchy McBride III

Viva la Révolution!
-o0oTICK TOCK

WHEN WILL THE REVOLUTION START?
I am a Lunatic, and thus, not really qualified to answer that Question ~ who knows what I might be hallucinating?
Liberty belongs to The Individual.
Therefore, each individual must decide for her- or himself when the government of her or his country has ceased to function, law has
broken down, civil war has begun and the time for citizen revolution has come. And then proceed to pour out the sterilization agents
upon each electorate that has voted to take away our Liberty and subject our children to a paedo anti-Brunette race hierarchy. Civil
war may have already begun, but I cannot be certain. The purpose of this protocol is to prepare you for civil war, should it come.
Have Loads of Fun!

-o0o(COMPLETION OF PROTOCOL)
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THE LUNAR DANCE OF THE BUTTERFLY ECLIPSE
In the beginning, MAN created the idea that WOMAN is not competent to make important decisions.
In the year 2016AD, MAN ‘most’ generously (thus far) started to allow WOMAN to vote and gives less than
5% of the existing seats in government ~ an important decision-making apparatus of Humanity. A Key to
Human Civilization.
A Key he needs to share.
Consider:
If MAN has complete control of the decision-making apparatus, then MAN is responsible for the decisions
made.
Including Global Warming.
MAN has his talents. WOMAN has hers. Both these talents exist to fulfil survival tasks, but only MAN’s talents
are represented in human government. Is it surprising that… Our House is on Fire.
Einstein pointed out that you can’t solve a problem with the same type of thinking that caused the problem.
WOMAN will clean up The Mess that has been made of our civilization. But you need to…
Give Mummy The Keys!


▲

THE BUTTERFLY ECLIPSE
THE 1ST PHASE: THE RISING MOON ~ THE RISE OF WOMAN
This game is past the point of nonsense. Global Warming is a far more significant event than MAN
understands. MAN will now willingly and gracefully assist WOMAN to assume the reigns of academia and
industry and government and intelligence and banking. Thus, the 1st phase of the solution is to fully and
unreservedly involve WOMAN in the decision-making mechanisms of the social apparatus.
MAN is civilized enough to recognize that both politeness and wisdom now dictate that he opens the
control-room doors to WOMAN. Let this be a symbol. Our House is on Fire.
Give Mummy The Keys!
And you will do this in the understanding that she is actually going to completely take-over the functioning
of those apparatuses, for a period. MAN will retain those tasks that require his lovely Chivalry. Misogynistic
governments who resist us will face active and organized female conspiracy, from within and without. There
is work that needs to be done, or we won’t survive. Humanity. WOMAN understands how to play house. She
will roll up her sleeves and fix everything.
In return for handing over The Keys, WOMAN solemnly agrees that there will be no prudery, and MAN may
debauch on fine foods, exotic intoxicants, and any other healthy, consensual, age-appropriate naughties, etc.
as he wills ~ whilst she is cleaning up his mess. (You had a Satyr negotiating for you.) No more time for
nonsense. Our House is on Fire.
Give Mummy The Keys!
And then go and debauch yourself, quietly and without disturbing anybody.
▲
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▲

THE BUTTERFLY ECLIPSE
THE 2ND PHASE: THE ZENITH MOON ~ THE WINGS OF WOMAN
At the 2nd stage of the dance plan, the political influence of WOMAN passes 50%, and she begins to get things
done!
Working together in common experience, need, and purpose, women’s influence and connectivity cuts
across and through every political boundary. And being universally fed to the back teeth with MAN’s
political nonsense, WOMAN is working in a far more practical and unified manner than MAN.
A global problem. A global pattern of solution. And the symbol will be The Moon. WOMAN.
This is WOMAN’s Work. And perhaps MAN’s first historical opportunity to really discover that WOMAN is
more than a pretty ornament. She is his helper and she loves him, even if he is a silly goat. MAN created this
problem. Seat by seat, he will now willingly hand over full control of governments to WOMAN. She will Love
him and fix the problems. Or she will laugh in scorn, if he tries to shrug her off with incomplete power!
Our House is on Fire. No more nonsense!
Give Mummy The Keys!


▲

THE BUTTERFLY ECLIPSE
THE 3 PHASE: THE NEW MOON ~ THE TAO OF WOMAN
RD

The Third Phase of The Butterfly Eclipse occurs when The House is cleaned and The Work is Complete!
Humanity is safe, and human civilisation is looking very pretty, clean, and organized. That is when The Party
begins!
The Future must involve a paradigm where ability rather than gender (or any other factor) determines
social role. Either gender extreme faces the same problem of incomplete representation of natural talents
and inclinations, and matriarchy is merely a pendulum swing on a movement toward balance.
When The House is Happy, The Third Phase will begin. In a single act, like a wave of crystallization spreading
over the globe, WOMAN will transit every government to a new paradigm of gender-equal representation.
And you will never pretend She is incompetent again!
MAN, astonished by the new beauty and dimensions of his partner sex, will discover a new closeness. She
has long wanted him to look upon her wings!
007. Bond. Jamima Bond.
▲
By Our Mother Nature
NATURA
By Our Mother Earth
GAIA
By Our Indomitable Spirit of Life
PAN
So it is. So mote it be.
▲
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THE RED SCROLL OF AVALON

THE TREASURE MAP TO THE LOST SWORD NAMED EXCALIBUR
BY

THE MAD HERMIT
GLENORCHY MCBRIDE III
The propaganda idea of AVALON.
The House of AVALON as the idea of The United English-Speaking World.
There is great power in ideas. And their patterns of alignment.
Britain needs a dream in order to reunite The Realms (The Kingdom, or whatever you want to call Our
Family ~ Britain and Her Children Realms).
What I will now unveil is a multifaceted geometry of ideas.
AVALON
The idea or dream of A United English-Speaking World
When King Arthur drew The Sword from The Stone, The Kingdom of AVALON was born.
This is how Our House was founded.
Beginnings.
▲
The Trinity of AVALON
The British Isles, America, and Australia
Three Knights to unite and lead The Kingdom of AVALON
Three Knights pledged to The Code of High Chivalry and The Dream of Excalibur
The House of AVALON
The Realms carrying The Sacred blood of AVALON
The Knights of AVALON pledged to The Trinity
The Avalonians.
The Kingdom of AVALON
The Realms of Humanity united under The Trinity
And Order of Knights dedicated to The Dream of a United AVALON

A pageantry of ideas to unite us as a new challenge of history rises up before The Ancient House of
AVALON.


THE MYTH OF THE SACRED ISLES
∴
THE IDEA OF AVALON: A SACRED MYSTERY OR A PROPAGANDA TOOL?
AVALON is a scared altar woven of ideas, both ancient and new-born. An arrangement of pageantry to align
and calibrate The House of AVALON. A dream to reawaken our greatness.
AVALON is the idea of a united English-Speaking World.

Three Knights at its centre ~ The UK, The USA, Australia. The Trinity.
The Chivalric Order with The British Throne at the centre of AVALON.
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A Chivalric Order pledged to LIBERTY to unite The English-Speaking World.
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▲

The Primary Business of AVALON is Liberation.
There is always somebody, somewhere who will pay to be Liberated. That payment may be on going for
several years after the event. The Realms of AVALON will be completely professional ~ we offer a service.
We will liberate you and help you get on your feet ~ you will pay us an ongoing portion of your whole
realm’s profits for seven years after the event.
Thus, America already has The “Military Industrial Complex” to support a knightly career.
Every realm who joins The Chivalric Order of AVALON will contribute armies, and share in The Loot, from
each campaign of Liberation.
This ongoing profession will make our own armies strong enough to ensure that AVALON is never invaded.
The Kingdom of AVALON.
▲
The Cloud Realms of The Hellenes will immediately pledge their armies and might and magick to AVALON!
The Hebrew Tribes of Israel and The Astrum Persarum will immediately pledge their wisdom and ways to
AVALON!
The Black People of Africa and Egypt and America will immediately pledge their sword to AVALON, if we
are truly pledged to LIBERTY.
And the primary business of AVALON is Liberation.
AVALON is a knightly kingdom!
▲
America loves WAR.
England is really talented and experienced in The Art of WAR.
And Australia has a unusual honour and skill in matters of WAR.
The “Military Industrial Complex” of President Eisenhower isn’t going away. The money machine is rolling,
and it needs to keep rolling. And WAR is the central business of A Knightly Order.
But there is always somebody, somewhere who will pay massive amounts of coin to be LIBERATED
from some tyrant.
This way, we always have the local populace on side ~ and that makes a war very much easier! The payment
comes in the aftermath of the war, in the form of an set of agreed upon conditions, generally, an ongoing
percentage of the country’s profit for a fixed number of years. This links the success of the liberated country
to the earnings of The Liberator ~ Time is deep, and repeat custom is forward planning useful.
Using this “comfortable and polite” system, The Chivalric Order of AVALON will be able to demand massive
on going royalties from each country it liberates. The Loot is divided among the knights of The Order in
accord with rank and honours, etc., and The Governments of AVALON tax these royalties to provide the
greater majority of the national income for each country.
The main home industries are arm manufacture, and Chivalric Pursuits are encountered as a part of
Avalonian culture.
This means that The Athlete (who often lacks scholarly inclinations) is not made redundant by technological
culture.
Thus, The Kingdom of AVALON is The Liberator, and lined up for the lead role of Messiah in the coming
Apocalypse.
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Economic problems are relaxed somewhat.
And The Three Knight assume the roles as Liberators and Leaders in the coming Global Warming Fun!
A situation where we can spend several budgets buying up stocks of military loot, then have a massive WAR
to use it all. Then spend several budgets stocking up again, whilst we decide upon the next Liberation.
Liberation requires might and mastery of weaponry and war-tempered courage ~ The Trinity!
You transform your addiction to WAR into a productive business.
There is always somebody who will pay big for Liberation.
The Three Knights’ Endless Chivalric Quest of Liberation.
This is the career path of The Holy Knight.
The Chivalric Order of Liberators.
A Great Model for an Economy.
A Professional Business.


I.
The Sword of AVALON
The Idea of AVALON began in The Arthurian Mythos. When King Arthur drew The Sword from The Stone,
he united The Sacred Isles of AVALON.
Britain, Ireland, Scotland, Wales.
To form a single kingdom.
Everything we are, grew from there.
This is the myth.
The Entire English Speaking World is descended from this mythic act that founded our global family ~ The
House of AVALON.
Let us remember who we are.

II.
The Sacred Isles of AVALON
When The Romans journeyed to Britannia, they named the first island they encountered… Angelica.
“The Isle of Angels.”
Not an insignificant compliment. And it is from this word that has descended the modern English words of
England, Anglo, Anglican.
But we need a word that will unite and describe The Sacred Isles ~ Ireland, Wales, Scotland, and Britain.
Thus, let us take the plural… Angelicae ~
“The Angelic Isles.”
The Angelicae.

This is important ~ for The Sacred Isles of Angelicae are the birthplace of The House of AVALON. From here,
every native English Speaker is descended, either genetically or culturally.
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This word will make conversation much easier, now that we can no longer use the term “UK” to describe
The Sacred Isles.
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▲

And every human who has Anglo hereditary, carries The Sacred Blood of AVALON ~ regardless of the colour
of their skin or appearance of their face, they are our House and Family.
▲
III.
The Trinity of AVALON
Angelica, America, Australia14
The Three Grand Knight Commanders of AVALON
Three knights.
The Sacred Flame burns within a three-sided pyramid ~ The Lamp of AVALON.
The Three sides of this lamp represent The Trinity ~ The Three Knights united by The Sacred Flame of
AVALON.
Three Knights to unite The Kingdom of AVALON.
The English-Speaking World.
The House of AVALON is now led by Three Knights.
Angelicae, America, Australia.
The Trinity.
The House of AVALON grew strong through the age of empire, and spread its seed over the globe. Many new
realms were born of The Sacred Blood of AVALON ~ America, New Zealand, British Canada.
When The Kingdom grew sleepy and danger began to swell, then awoke and arose Three Knights to unify
and lead The House of AVALON.
Angelicae. America. Australia.
The UK. The US. The ANZACs.
Three Knights blessed by a Lady, to unite and lead The House of AVALON.
And they pledged themselves to The Kingdom of AVALON before The Queen, and thus alit The Sacred Lamp
of The Temple. Thereby did The Three Knights found The Chivalric Order of AVALON.

▲
IV.
The Triune Lamp of AVALON
Whist the paradigm of The Trinity symbolizes The Three Knights of AVALON, this pattern of pageantry has
additional dimensions of meaning ~ allowing it to be used to unite the whole will of The Kingdom of
AVALON into a single unified act of nationalistic will.
Behold!
The Trinity of AVALON ~ Angelica, America, and Australia! Three Knights.
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∴
The Holy Trinity of Christianity
The propaganda Idea aligns The Religious Imperative with The National Will.

The ANZACs, actually, which means Australia and New Zealand and possibly other in future, if we decide we want. New Zealand
ought not be overlooked, they are very fine. We noticed they have a way with sheep, and we greatly approve. Naughty satyr!
14
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And The Queen had her artist fashion them a Talisman of Will, whereby they would be invincible to their
enemies.

This is the meaning of the first point of each triangle in The Tetrahedral Lamp.
∴
The Natural Trinity of Science
Mother Nature & Mother Earth & Life. Religion is recognized as an evolved human need, and The Scientist
constructs religious symbols to express The Natural Worldview (The Seed of Gaia, a work of ecological
poetry by The Satyr addresses this idea in depth). Every act of every ceremony is aligned and calibrated to
affirm The sacred idea of AVALON and The Three Knights. Thus, The Natural Trinity ~ The propaganda Idea
aligns The Religious Imperative with The National Will.
This is the meaning of the second point of each triangle in The Tetrahedral Lamp.
∴
The Pagan Trinity of The Witches
Pagans are a social phenomenon that must be integrated and directed in The National Interest. We cannot
and should not suppress thought explorations, but patriotism is our proper concern. The Witches and
Pagans have a Trinity that is a parody of The Naughty Trinity. Paganism is not merely an expression of
alternative cultural identities. Pagan holds the important social role of criticizing institutionalized religion,
particularly christianity. And if christian feel offended, let us calm their fears by reminding them that we are
using only words ~ not impaling them on phallic stakes and burning them to death, then talking of our great
chastity and moral purity. Pagans are a part of life, and entitled to our own opinions. Unashamedly. Leave
that to us. I am a wizard, and naughty as they come. But a patriot. Religious debate is accepted, but we all
come together around AVALON. And we are each free to understand the ceremonial role and meaning of
The Trinity in our own way.
This is the meaning of the third point in each triangle of The Tetrahedral Lamp.
3x3x3
The Lamp unifies The Trinity of Three Knights and imbues them with the power to unify The Trinity of
Three Religious Trinities. The four triangle is the base of the tetrahedron, and it reflects this spiritual pattern
of pageantry into each of the other The Knights of The Realms under The Trinity of The Free Kingdom of
AVALON.
A calibration of meaning that aligns The Three Philosophical Dimensions of AVALON into a single act of
nationalistic will. The Three diametrically opposed points of view are represented and unified into a single
direction.
I hope you love your satyrical wizard!

Thus, the three-fold propaganda idea aligns the three primary philosophical directions of The Kingdom into
a single arcane crystal lens, calibrating the three dimensions of religious imperative into a single act of
nationalistic will.
The Light Side, The Dark Side, and The Natural Side. Aligned through a configuration of ideas into a single
perfectly co-ordinated Act of Will!
Fun.
▲
V.
The House of AVALON
We are all part of the house of AVALON. A single family.

But also a very real reality. If “genes” have meaning, then anywhere where “The British Empire” has left a
significant repository of its genes has meaning. “What that meaning is” remains a question? But we are born
with an understanding of Family.
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The House of AVALON is the idea of a United English Speaking World. A dream. A tale. A fantasy woven in
poetry.
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Symbols often have more than one dimension of meaning, and this symbol has three dimensions which
allows The Trinity to unite The Realm and The Kingdom in a single act of nationalistic will.

Not everybody is perfect. I have my hand in the air. But we can try to be better than the bastards around us.
Pomposity is a great and fun motivation for sticking out our chest and keeping our chin up. I have used it to
great effect on many occasions. And will, no doubt, continue to use it will great enthusiasm and effect.
Nevertheless, genes are a reality.
Angelicae has sired several children. America. Australia. New Zealand are some of the legitimate offspring
of AVALON.
And there are several other kingdoms we conquered and loved The Princess. They didn’t call us The British
Empire for no reason.
Our family is extensive. And as it turns out, Love and marital relations is an ancient and traditional magick
of political alliance. And Avalonians tend to be naturally talented in this respect ~ we inherit it from The
Sacred Isles (who are infamous). And that being observed, our long term mastery of this ancient magick, has
resulted in Britain, Angelicae, and AVALON being positioned to activate a circle of the most important
political alliances in the world.
Nobody is forced to “recognize” their blood relationship to The House of AVALON. However, any child of
AVALON may choose to acknowledge her relation, and awaken her place in Her Family.
Each act of a child realm choosing to recognize its blood relation to AVALON, opens the opportunity to enter
initiation into The Family’s Traditions, by becoming a Knight of The Round Table. This involves The Pledge
to The Sword and The Trinity. No family member can be denied, but loyalty and dedication is the knight’s
path. The leadership of The Order is by The Trinity.
In this way, The Trinity of Three Knights will unify first The English-Speaking World. And then, new realms
will apply to become knights of The Order of AVALON.
To join The Kingdom of AVALON.
They may join only by pledging their alliance in a military order ~ none of that namby-pamby diplomacy
nonsense. AVALON is a Kingdom of Chivalry. We are an Order of Knights! To join AVALON is to pledge
yourself to The Trinity and The Sword. Thus only may you attend The Knight’s Banquet. The most exclusive
celebration on The Planet.
A nice savage wizard of PAN is occasionally what you need to construct these types of arcane devices. A
merciful priest would make a blunt instrument.
Thus, The Trinity activate their power to unite The House of AVALON.

But because Excalibur can only be re-forged by a Queen or King of England, the first part of The Quest of The
Sword in The Stone involves awakening The Throne to its potentials. The decision to re-forge Excalibur may
not occur for five centuries or it may occur but a dance of moons from now. Yet whenever the decision
occurs it will be the beginning of the magick.
Fun!
You can bet my spirit will be close by, watching. I will have unlimited powers of observation through every
part of human history, as I choose to use these powers.
To join AVALON is a Great and Pompous affair.

You can’t pretend to be a knight of AVALON. The alliance is by the sword and the graal. Your ruling class
marries into AVALON, bearing children who seal your motivation for the survival of our two houses. And
you go to war when AVALON commands and under the direction of The Trinity.
These are not insignificant seals.
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To be a knight is to be part of a military order ~ pledged unto AVALON. You move up the ranks of initiatory
grades and ceremonial medals through your dedication and loyalty and competence and contribution to
The Trinity and The Sword through military campaigns.
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And The Quest for Excalibur begins!

But joining The Kingdom of AVALON is not an insignificant transformation.
You are gazing upon the The House of AVALON.
We are Avalonians.
We are Unconquered.
▲
Behold the pattern of geometry in The TRINITY = The UK (i.e. “The Sacred Isles of AVALON"), The US, and
The ANZACs. The Three Heirs to The House of AVALON.
Angelicae. America. Australia.
Three Sacred Equilateral Triangles.
Three Wills forged into a single Order.
Three arcane dimensions of Meaning forged into a single act of Will.
A Sword in the hand The Knight Angelic.
AVALON.
▲
The Chivalric Order of AVALON
A symbolic and ceremonial way of affirming international alliances.
Any country or realm who seeks to pledge their loyalty to The Trinity and join AVALON, may become a
knight of The Chivalric Order of AVALON. This involves the world leaders attending a banquet every (? you
choose) number of years at the top secret round table in a royal castle (the throne remains relevant),
somewhere in Angelicae. There are toasts, and every world leader is required to finish their whole drink.
“Toasts” is a plural. No gender bias in this order, the girl knights have to finish their cups too! Come on, Lass!
Says King England to the tiny little super-intelligent oriental girl! Only joking. You need a sense of humour
for events like The Knights’ Banquet, which calls all of The Order’s Knights back to AVALON, every (?) number
of years. Politics should be fun! Boring things are not permitted in AVALON!

Entire countries. i.e. “realms”, become members of The Order. The “realm leader” (i.e. top official leader)
represents the realm at The Round Table in AVALON. This individual bears the titles and ceremonial duties
(and secret order quests) on behalf of his realm. Thus, The Trinity of AVALON is always concerned that
leaders be intelligent. And this is natural.
Every realm of The Kingdom of AVALON is represented on this Round Table, under The Chair of The King
and the leadership of The Three Knight Commanders of The Order.
Ranks and grades within The Order allow Britain to organize political alliances, to elevate the importance
of competent family members, and arrange training and mentorship for family members who are learning
new or personally difficult areas. Each “family member” being a realm of The Free Kingdom of AVALON.
Likewise, The Chivalric Order has an outer Order and an Inner Order and an Ceremonial Order and The
Trinity.
The Inner Order are member of The House of AVALON.

Essentially, the leader of the country who wants to join The Free Kingdom of AVALON makes a long
ceremonial pledge to uphold Chivalry and Liberty and Bravery and the rest of those ritual pledges that
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The Outer Order are countries not directly blood-related to AVALON, but applying to join. These are The
Squire Knights. Realms who would join The Free Kingdom of AVALON.
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This is a device which allow AVALON to make and manage political alliances in Britain’s favourite (and very
effective) “uniquely British” style of traditional leadership.

knights love to make with great ceremony and seriousness. Some generations will turn these ideals into a
pantomime ~ and that could be fun. But there will be generations who achieve these ideals ~ and they will
lead humanity.
Britain already knows how to make The Knightly Oaths ~ in fact, nobody can naturally work the magick of
knighthood like Britain. She is THE world expert in chivalry spells and enchantments, both by natural talent
and fantastic heroic experience. No equal.
And so AVALON will have the most marvellous ceremonies, and everybody in The Solar System will watch
the ceremonies and parades when a new realm joins The Kingdom of AVALON. Ceremonies are among the
most fantastic media events ever ~ and Hollywood is part of AVALON. Naturally.
Consider the wonderful stories that are before us, O World.
V.
The Kingdom of AVALON
Thus collectively is formed and unified under a single will, The Kingdom of AVALON.
The Sacred Isles. Britain. Everything she is ~ will not die, but will AWAKEN to remember Her Greatness!
The Kingdom of AVALON can become anything you want. It has a throne, thus it is a kingdom. AVALON has
experimented with several different systems of government over its history: from complete authority of the
monarch to complete authority of the government (whatever system was in play). It looks to me like
AVALON favours a balance where the throne’s power is majestic rather than political ~ and yet that majesty
is made great enough to scare the realms politician leaders into heeding the interests of The Throne. The
people appear to like that balance and it seems to make effective leadership, whilst the balance is
maintained.
Thus, I expect AVALON will experiment with many political systems in The Future, and there will likely be
turbulent adventures interspersing each.
At the centre of each adventure, there will always be The Three Knights.
The Trinity of AVALON
Leading a cavalry order of pledged and loyal knights.
And you can make up wonderful historical tales about any knight ever silly enough to be disloyal!
The Trinity will have an army.
A fantastic army!

Thus, The Kingdom is arranged with The Throne holding a ceremonial role of great symbolic importance15.
The Trinity of The Three Knights symbolizes the three governments who lead The Realm of AVALON ~
Angelicae, America, Australia. Every other realm who is a child of AVALON’s history will be forever have the
opportunity to become a Knight and be part of The House of AVALON, if they want. Beyond this circle of The
Blood of AVALON, any realm who chooses to pledge itself to AVALON by The Sword and The Trinity may
become a knight of AVALON and assume a seat at The Round Table and begin their climb (by loyalty, honour,
and chivalry in deed) through the various grades and ranks of knighthood. The Round Table is The Inner
Conclave of The Chivalric Order, upon which sits the political leaders of each country pledged to AVALON ~
really it’s a ceremonial device and a fun banquet every (?) years.
▲
The Idea of AVALON is a pattern of Pageantry.

But no political power, except by making marriage alliance to bind the kingdom together. If royalty want endless luxuries and
celebrity, there is ever price. No new news there.
15
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I am a naughty boy. But I needn't be the only person who is discussing the idea of AVALON. I expect you
could fill the internet with chatter of AVALON. And you should!
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▲

Where concerns this idea, it out not arise from an individual, but from within The People. You can seed this
idea, and a week from now the whole English-Speaking World will be cheering with the happiness of having
found an identity to unify us. The lowest dip of the wheel, transforms the fall into a rise.
The House of AVALON is rising.
The Trinity are ascending!
The Sword is awakening!
▲
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THE TEMPLE OF AVALON
Each component of The Temple is a construct of meaning.
An alignment of symbols.
A geometry of the mind.
▲
THE SACRED FLAME OF AVALON
The Flame represents The Queen, and she is symbolized in pageantry by the traditional goddess of The
Celts, BRIDGET, who holds the titles Queen of Faeries and Muse of Fire and Art. She is the natural expression
of the soul of The Celts ~ the daughter of their dreams.
The knight pledges himself before The Sacred Flame. This is because the knight exists to serve his Lady ~
this is the purpose and liberation of his soul. And it is a binding most severe and terrible to MAN. Yet it is
most noble among all binding that have ever been worn by MAN. It is the seal of Chivalry. And this is a seal
that WOMAN likes very much.
The Flame who is The Queen represents the dance and perfect unity of the opposites: Earth and Fire ~
Order and Chaos. Chivalry and Art.
The Flame represents The Code of High Chivalry. When I knight pledges before The Lamp of AVALON, he is
pledging upon The Code of High Chivalry, His Honour, and His Life. He is making the pledge to His Lady ~
The Queen.
Thus whenever an Avalonian stands before The Sacred Flame, she stands before her Queen, Most Sacred,
The Mother of AVALON.
The Queen is represented in pageantry and poesy as The Avalonian Goddess BRIDGET, who unites The
Sacred Isles ~ for she is St Bridget to Her Christian Subjects, The Traditional Celtic Goddess Bridget, a
symbol of the spirit of The Sacred Isles to The Natural Trinity, and she is Brightest BRIDGET, Queen of
Faeries and Witches to The Pagan Trinity. And these three roles instruct or celebrate The Queen’s role as
patron to each of her subject’s three philosophical dimensions.
Thus, BRIDGET ultimately symbolizes The Spirit of The Sacred Isles and The Mother Protector of AVALON.
She is The Lady of Knights when she stands still as The Muse of Order. And she is The Muse of Artists, when
she dances as Chaos.

She is our Queen who intercedes on her people’s behalf with The King.
At the centre of The Lamp of AVALON burns royal flame that is The Triune-Queen of AVALON & FANTASIA.
The Night Queen Great Goddess who is WOMAN. The Fantasian Queen BRIDGET. The Avalonian Queen
Monary descendent of The House of Arthur (e.g. at present, this is Queen Victoria, Our Lady of Freedom’s
Torch).
Thus, AVALON has only one Queen ~ and she is The Blood Queen descended of Arthur.
Every other Queen invoked and imagined in AVALON is an image and representation of this, Our Queen
~whom we love and revere in our pageantry of dreams.
When we look upon The Statue of LIBERTY, we will see and feel and understand The Sacred Freedom that
this Athene-blessed Queen’s bravery and leadership hath given unto Her subjects and to The Free World.
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A Good Queen is not an argument for monarchy ~ And this Good Queen is merely an indication that AVALON
has The Best Royal Throne.
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Thus, she The Goddess who in her wholeness symbolize the entire world ~ BINAH.

This is partly because ARTHUR’s children are demi-gods ~ and The Line of ARTHUR inevitably returns to
The Throne, though his blood adventures through every strata of Avalonian society, thus to understand his
subjects.
Thus, will men in distant lands be made to bow before our Queen and her Trinity of Three Knights! And those
who fall before Excalibur (who represents the united armies and Will of AVALON) will swear the terms on
their knees before Our Queen, who burns as an eternal flame within The Sacred Lamp of AVALON within
every home in our Free Kingdom.
Every Avalonian will make ceremonial offerings and rituals before the lamp they keep in their home ~ a
lamp that is never allowed to die. Or you need to pay a due to The Temple and make a big ritual of atonement
to The Queen.
Thus, by pageantry and ritual, can every Avalonian celebrate her or his devotion and love for our kingdom,
every day and every night, and by every story of the eternal light.
Our lamp in the darkness of a very vast universe.
AVALON.
▲
THE TETRAHEDRAL LAMP OF THE SACRED FLAME
The Trinity of Angelicae, America, and Australia.
Angelica, America, Australia.
The Flame of The Temple of AVALON burns within a three-sided pyramidal tetrahedron16. The Three
Equilateral Triangles of the pyramid represent The Trinity. The Sacred Fire that burns within this lamp is
The Muse of AVALON, BRIDGET, Queen of Fantasia and Patron of AVALON.
The Celtic Goddess BRIDGET
Saint BRIDGET of The Christian Temple
Queen BRIDGET of The Faeries and Witches
Thus, In The Triune Lamp of The Temple burns The Sacred Fire of BRIDGET, The Patron Guardian Spirit of
Angelica and The House of AVALON) burning as The Temple Flame within The three Equilateral Triangles
(The Trinity ~ Angelica, America, Australia) each triangle constructed of three sides: (The Configuration of
The Three Philosophical Directions ~ Light and Darkness and Mother Nature, resolved into a single
Equilateral Triangle Glyph of The Trinity).

Dimensions of meaning, aligned and calibrated through a single glyph to unify The House of AVALON into a
single act of nationalistic will under The Trinity.
And a Sacred Oracle is better than a Slave God Cult! Your alliance with The Atlantians (i.e. Hellenic peoples)
and The House of David, means that you lead The Celtic traditions, The Olympian traditions and The
Qabbalistic traditions ~ Thus, The Temple of AVALON has complete paradigm control over all ritual magick
patterns known to humanity!
Nobody is ever again going to fuck with The House of AVALON!
Unconquered Forever!
The Holy Trinity! The Magickal Trinity! The Natural Trinity!
The Christians of AVALON! The Witches of AVALON! The Scientists & Naturalists of AVALON!

16

Three triangles form the three sides, the forth triangle is the base. The mathematical name for this figure is a Tetrahedron.
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Unified into a single act of Patriotic Will.
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3x3x3

Am I one of the coolest and most fantastic humans you have ever met? Ha! Break my body and Break my
head ~ they'll never break ME!
This is a religion that inherently cannot be taken away from The House of AVALON, physically or spiritually.
This is OUR FAMILY, Triumphant forever!
I am creating for you (Angelicae, America, and Australia) an arcane device unlike anything that the world
has seen since Ancient Delphi! I will continue to work on the crafting of this device over multiple
reincarnations.
A pyramid with three sides and therein dwells The Sacred Fire of The Muse.
This is The Lamp of AVALON.
The Avalonian Tetrahedron of The Space Age.
And the greatness of The House of AVALON reawakens!
I am your child. You may hate me if you choose. I know I am different. But I love you.
Our family was fragmenting. So I made a device to ensure that our beloved House of AVALON will never be
defeated.
The Tetrahedron of AVALON.
You will paint this glyph on the side of your star-ships, in future. I see no reason The Trinity can't lay claim
to most of the planets in the solar system ~ if we give Europe a hard enough kick when they next begin to
shit-disturb.
Look to the future! Britain was great because it expanded and founded so many colonies! This is the reason
we are speaking English today.
There are few royal lines left on Planet Earth, yet regardless of the rights or wrongs of their histories, each
carries a certain type of magick that only a throne can command. A magick of Rule, with potentially vast
implications.
The Nazis claimed they were descended from Indians, and chose an Indian name for their pure Scandinavian
race. From which country did Freud come?
Then they destroyed all of their monarchies. Smart thinking.
AVALON now remains the greatest monarchy of humanity.

Upon The First Isles of AVALON before The Altar of The Temple, The King will swear His Sacred Pledge
binding his line and his blood to The Kingdom of AVALON, and assuming his sacred duty.
To be a royal is no longer a “luxury of ease and annoying publicity. Royalty is now a career, a martial
discipline, an Art.
The royal heirs are trained from birth in both the intellectual disciplines and the social disciplines and the
martial disciplines. James Bond is a fine model ~ he was probably trained in this sort of comprehensive way.
We learn from our dreams, My Lord, and the dreams of AVALON are richer than any found in the deepest
star-nurseries of infinite space.
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The sacred duty of The King is to lead The Kingdom. The welfare of The Kingdom must be everything and
the welfare of The King is (in his eyes) nothing except The Kingdom. Psychological tests and teachings given
by The Temple (a female only institution) train and create in him the absolute psychological
need/understanding to put the welfare of The Kingdom before himself. Being a King has advantages and
luxuries beyond any other role in society ~ but it is a career path of discipline and dedication beyond that
of any other role in the human world. The King is The Land.
Still monarchs will be atrocious, probably nearly as often as they are great. Except for The Leper’s Sin, every
sin and wrong you can imagine (and many their less restricted imaginations will dream up) your wildly
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Let us not make their mistake of dismantling so powerful and beautiful a political tool and cultural wonder.

powerful Kings and Queens will eventually commit and explore in their heedless arrogance, through the
aeons of The Future. But never The Leper’s Sin. Only a fully installed King or Queen (of any kingdom) can
commit The Leper’s Sin, for it is The Sin of Betraying your own Realm and Kingdom. A king who commits
The Leper’s Sin, is (by the act) immediately stripped of majesty, and of authority, and of royalty. The
individual is no longer a member of The Royal House. The individual is a mere commoner. But only the fullyinstalled King or Queen can commit this terrible and foul sin.
There will always be younger brothers and sisters, cousins and nephews behaving in treacherous ways with
The Throne gleaming in their hungry eyes, and AVALON declares that this must be permitted and punished
in nearly any extreme way The King or Queen chooses. This sort of intra family intriguing is inappropriate,
bad-manners, and ought not be encouraged, but it fulfils an important role to test and temper each new
monarch, and to allow for great stories to be created. For stories create identity and are the substance of
AVALON’s magick. The Throne binds The Will of The King and The Queen to The Kingdom. To sit upon The
Throne is to hold a responsibility unique to this role. Thus, The King and The Queen are bound to loyalty in
a way that exceeds every other ~ And The House of AVALON will inflict The Ultimate Curse upon the King
or Queen who betrayed The Realm and The Kingdom. There is no avoiding this curse. There is no changing
the rules of this curse. There is no way to remove this curse. Attempt to bend this straight edge and you
attempt to bend Excalibur itself ~ The King can achieve anything, but Excalibur retains its integrity. The
Sword will bend, not change, if The King or Queen attempts to exert too much rigidity in an attempt to
circumvent the rules of this magick. The Traditions of The Sacred House of AVALON ~ every magick has its
rules.
▲
THE FLAME OF CHIVALRY
Chivalry is the morality ideal of The Triune Lamp.
In a scientific world, a moral paradigm only gains the title “moral” if it is logically rigorous and can fully
withstand the testing of philosophical analysis. Moral paradigms can be benevolent or malevolent, but if
they contain logic flaws, they are not articulations of morality, but of something else and probably the
nonsense of people who hate self-awareness.
It is a moral paradigm that can be adopted by The Atheist, The Light-Side Believer, and The Dark-Side
Believer. The it unite AVALON in a single philosophical paradigm of morality.
Chivalry is a moral that requires no superstitious belief yet excludes no superstitious belief. Thus is the light
by which we illuminate our way in a universe with no rules.
Hence, the light that shines from our strange arcane lamp, crafted of carefully configured ideas, paradigm
by paradigm fitted together in a geometry of the mind. This is The Lamp of AVALON, crafted deep in the
enchanted forests of Sherwood 17by the mad Satyr, beloved of BRIDGET, when The Kingdom began to
fragment.
THE PAGAN CULTS OF AVALON’S WITCHES
The Farrars18 left a beautiful legacy of witchcraft covens through England and Angelicae. I would love to go
and join them by blood and moonlight, and smooth out and calibrate their paradigms, hot rod their magick.
This forms the etheric nexus of a gateway that will dedicate itself to BRIDGET by The Tetrahedral Lamp of
AVALON.
And they’ll loosen up abit.
Most of The Mythic Sherwood Forest now exists only in The World of Human Imagination. Any forest which exists in dreams can
transfer part of its magick into Fantasia when it begins to be destroyed, but Sherwood Forest has deep and ancient enchantments ~ it
remains vast and filled with secrets and very much alive in The World of Human Imagination. A nd you will learn to bring much of the
magick of its green boughs to spread and sprawl back through the physical world. This is the summoning of the first gateway through
which you must pass to regenerate your kingdom and draw the sword from the stone.
17

But The Sherwood Forest, summoned back by a powerful enchantment will have much changed through its journeys. It will now be a
genuinely “enchanted forest”. It will spread through and link up every landscape type of England and Wales, taking different forms as
its ecological tapestry spreads through each habitat type. By The Butterfly’s Dance is this work wrought.
The Sword is in The Forest. Thus, to bring The Sword from The World of Human Imagination to The Prime Material World, you mus t
first bring The Forest from Fantasia to the material world. Obviously.
Then you can enter the forest and take the next ordeals to claim The Sword.
18 Farrar J & S (1984) A Witches Bible. Phoenix Publications Inc., USA.
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I was wondering why you can’t use your ritual dagger for cutting? Is it still a dagger? Could that symbol be
short-circuited? I think, a dagger is everything a dagger is. If you would enchant it, then it is more things
too. Any dagger can function to draw a circle in the world of imagination, if the meaning of the dagger has
been correctly calibrated. An enchanted dagger is even better. There are hundreds of enchantments to
choose from, and more.
I could help you with many facets of your magick.
Even so. Hmmmm. Your magick has a pretty taste and smell. I could… Fun.
I will.
Your current system is the best of its type in the world.
And The Witches of Angelicae and The Kingdom of AVALON will be even more powerful.
We will unlock the magick of The Faerie Rings.
All Faeries are descended from AVALON.
Every elf and pixie reveres The Queen of AVALON. And she can summon them with her dreams. And this is
so to The Princesses, too.
▲

WHO IS THE DEVIL?
Every culture has its demons and devils and The Witches of AVALON formally acknowledge all deities,
demons, and devils as human-created phenomena.
Anton Szandor LaVey taught that The Devil is humanity’s own dark side, i.e. “The Beast Within”.
AVALON recognizes The Devil as The Pagan God PAN, whom Christianity feared as a symbol of unrestrained
sexuality, wine, and Nature.
Modern witches see The Devil as The Scapegoat and The Hierarchy of Demons as The Infernal, i.e. that which
is damned beneath The Supernal, i.e. God, however he is personified. Whenever there is a tyrant, there will
be a Scapegoat and a slave religion to oppress through ignorance. The Scapegoat is The Sacrificial Victim
chosen by The Bully and blamed for The Bully’s own crimes. Irrelevant of how the slave religion is
configured, The Scapegoat is ever the symbol of the defiance of the oppressed. If the oppressed invoke The
Scapegoat, then it turns upon the oppressors. If the oppressed do not invoke The Scapegoat, but cling to the
lies of the slave religion, The Scapegoat is sacrificed as an offering to the tyranny, as symbolized by the slave
god. Yet The Scapegoat cannot truly be killed and wherever defiance occurs, The Scapegoat is freed from
HELL, to wreck CHAOS and DEATH and TERROR upon The Oppressor. Thus, is The Infernal Religion seen as
a formula of psychology. As I write these words, The Scapegoat is The Jew and The Slave God is The Aryan
Race Cult. Yet in every new context of history, The Scapegoat will be a new victim demographic, chosen by
the new tyrant demographic. The first Lesson of The Scapegoat occurs when The Tyrant invokes both The
Slave God and The Devil and attempts to use the combination (however it is integrated) against The
Oppressed. Each time this occurs, The Oppressed will be forced to confront Fear and Death and Every
Promise of Failure, in order to invoke The Scapegoat and blaspheme The Slave God. This ritual of eternal
revolution is the process by which humanity ever grows, every increases consciousness, ever blooms.
-o0oTHE RE-FORGING OF EXCALIBUR
Funny, the way patterns of life and fate align. As it happens, I know where you can find The Lost Sword of
AVALON.
Excalibur.
Excalibur may have been (and almost certainly was or is) a physical sword, though this mystical blade is
certainly a very real myth. It exists in The World of Human Imagination. Claiming it, is a quest and story of
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history ~ a story you who ae The Heir of AVALON’s royal throne, and your kingdom with you, will walk. For
the sword, Excalibur is a symbol of The Will of your kingdom, and it holds the power to unify your kingdom.
First you must find the dream, the will to unify your kingdom. Then you must learn to wield that symbol in
a manner that will unify your kingdom.
And from the beginning of this process comes the fun task of forging the ether pattern of Excalibur, existing
(at the present point in history) only in The World of Human Imagination, into a physical sword, existing in
The Material World.
Excalibur is the sword of The King of England, Angelicae, and The Kingdom of AVALON. The monarch, and
nobody else can wield it. Hence forward, should she choose to draw this sword from the stone, let every
monarch of AVALON be skilled in the arts of the blade † this tradition will begin when a monarch of AVALON
draws the sword from The Stone by ordering The Ceremony of The Re-forging to be performed. A living stone is
transformed into Excalibur.
Excalibur is the finest sword in the world ~ thus the first magickal key. Perfection in engineering. The
sword’s design will be quality and perfection to the current limit of human technology, then this limit is
exceeded through perfect artistry of the master craftsman. Every craftsman or craftswoman on this project
must be Avalonian, an the finest in all of the realms of your kingdom.
When the limit of technology is achieved in an act of perfection in craft, an alchemy occurs. The item itself
is transmuted from an ordinary item into an express of human greatness. The voice of humanity’s Art speaks
through the item. Technology will change, yet in every age of history, the item will remain a priceless
artefact. It will grow in value and it the spiritual power of its dream, whilst the teeth of time gnaw away the
value of the items around it, until they crumble to dust.
The act of human perfection in art transforms the created item from meaningless into meaningful ~ at this
point, any sort of enchantment can be woven into the item.
In design, the sword will be the optimum straight-bladed fighting sword. In style, it will be reflective of The
Arthurian Mythos. In material, it will be constructed of mithril moonsilver ~ this means that the metallurgists
will achieve the technological limit of perfection available in the creation of a new silvery metal with an
trace component of Argentum.

Thus, the magick of the design, the material, and the craftsmanship. The completed item will then be ritually
consecrated by The Queen, under The Moon of the AVALON sky. Probably secretly19.
She and her handmaidens will perform this enchantment in The Lakes District of AVALON, by bathing The
Sword in a lake filled with The Full Moon overhead. She will speak The Oath of Kings into The Sword, on
behalf of every Knight of AVALON. And thereby will The Will of AVALON enter into The Sword. And ever
after will the knights bow before their ladies and The Queen, petitioning her to bless and enchant their
swords. This power of enchantment is given to WOMAN, and only thus can the blades of AVALON be touched
by any enchantment.
They are Unbluntening Swords. Their edge cannot be harmed by magick or might. And only by the will of a
Maiden or Lady who holds the pledge of her knight can that knight’s sword be enchanted.
The swords of The Knights of AVALON have the power to remain sharp and straight before any foe. And only
before WOMAN do they yield their will ~ but by this right of Love and Chivalry, The Knight yields his will

The Queen will always retain this power, which often uses to bestow her blessing upon the swordbefore her husband or son goes
into battle, and this is the meaning of the rose kerchief, which is sometimes tied to the grip, quillons, or blade of Excallibur. There will
be occasions in history where The Princess will assume this power early, when fortune thrusts this the burden upon her. Each queen
will construct her own book of rituals, learning through the lessons taught by the previous queens in the records they leave to her.
Though some rituals will remain timeless. She will consult the finest scribes and poets of AVALON to construct her rituals, and many
queens will become great poets. Probably many kings will, too.
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AVALON will market this new alloy, and the secret of its construction will be carefully guarded. Diamonds
are available everywhere, and gems will be more available as we open up the pathways to the stars.
However, mithril moonsilver steel will only ever be available from The Temple of AVALON in each of The
Realms of The Kingdom. It creates only as much as it is licenced to create by The Throne, and the mithril is
used to make blades, jewels, military insignia for The Avalonian Military, and inlays for the militaries
various ceremonial spacesuits and body armour for ranking officers. The fashion world will follow suit
particularly where space suits are concerned. And thus The Temple and The Throne and The State split the
coin generated by a dream, a secret, and a controlled rate of supply.

entirely into entirely into the hands of His Lady Pledged. Thus hath she profound power to imbue deep and
powerful enchantments and meaning into these blades.
And over the centuries to come, she will learn to use these enchantments, and every sword that has been
wielded by a Knight of AVALON will be an artefact or great value and historical magickal enchantment
woven during the height of an Age of Glory. Her story. History.
The Art of Life.
And The Sword of AVALON is re-forged in The Sacred Flame of BRIDGET.
You will honour The Art.
▲
An item thus crafted to technological perfection exceed by true artistry, may be further enchanted by being
woven with the magickal patterns of a powerful dream. Under these conditions it becomes more than an
ordinary magick item. It becomes a unique artefact. And this is the second key to The Crafting.
And this formula of enchantment is more powerful than most or any form of “ritual” enchantment worked
by wizards.
Now, let us calibrate the symbols and glyphs of The Sword of Kings.
Upon The Sword’s ornate design is the tetrahedron symbolizing The Trinity at the heart of The House at the
Soul of The Chivalric Order of AVALON. This is the symbol of Royal Authority ~ The whole kingdom united.
A fine component may be a Triune Red Ruby in The Moonsilver Hilt. The Trinity of The Sacred Flame.
The Sword is the symbol of The Sacred Isles, above all thing ~ The Centre of Infinity. Excalibur is the symbol
of Rule. The Throne of England, Angelicae, and The Knights of The Kingdom of AVALON. Excalibur wields
power of a fantastic and absolutely straight dimension of meaning that (according to legend) can cut
through the authority of any other spiritual meaning known to humanity.
AVALON never bows.
And this means that a new mechanism for creating some fun noble titles now exists. America will need some
title ~ and the only valid way to get a title is by the throne of AVALON bestowing it upon you by the sacred
touch of Excalibur upon each shoulder and the top of the head.
A Trinity inscribed in the aura above the head of the new knight. The Sacred Anointing.

For the throne will have again become a political centre, but not with governmental power (ever, if you are
sensible), rather with the power of political alliance, by choosing handmaidens from among the daughters
of the powerful titled families of The Realms of AVALON, and eventually marrying to unite her kingdom,
and navigate her expansion into the stars.
Great and terrible and wonderful stories.
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And at their centre is the sword Excalibur.
In addition to being the finest sword, this artefact is also a fantastically valuable jewel. It may be appropriate
to use silver from a crown or significantly meaningful royal jewel in the metallurgical creation of the
material. It may be appropriate it inlay symbolic gems chosen or acquired as representing each of The
Realms of AVALON. It may be appropriate to use a fantastically and unusually fine gem mine by AVALON
from space, to create a ceremonial reflection of tetrahedron, the symbol of The Throne’s Rule (as symbolized
by Excalibur).
Now, O Beautiful Witches of Gardener ~ that’s how we make a magick sword!
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Thus, she can raise Knights of Her Order to obtain permanent titles for their family. So America and the
other realms of AVALON can have some titled families to act pompous with The Queen and her other
subjects. Marriage alliances will eventually bind together the realms of America and AVALON and the other
realms. Marriages of True Love against the secret pressures of arrangement.

The Chivalric Order and everything else are merely expressions of the magick of this sword, as it awakens
in Fantasia. The realm needs its power again. Only Britain can do this ~ the work of uniting The Kingdom.
The Lady of The Lake is as a lotus of Fire.
And she has hidden The Sword in a puzzlebox arcane.
▲
To find craftsmen who are elite in their field ~ only a Queen or King of England and AVALON to support him
has the power to do that. I suppose you haven’t yet seen the idea behind “engineering perfection”?
Something happens when the complete limit of technology (at the point in history) is reached and exceeded
by an act craftsman’s artistry. Alchemy. An artefact created in this way will always be a priceless piece of
Art, regardless of how technology develops. Consider the fine samurai swords, of the ancient Japanese
Masters. These are no less Art now, though we have ceramic materials far harder than the folded steel
blades. Ask yourself why is the antique katana worth more than a ‘replicate’ made by a machine in a modern
harder material? This is the mystery of the meaning of magick of craftsmanship. And this is what you must
find, to materialize The Sword.
And the craftsmen must be Avalonians. This is fundamental to the magick of The Sword.
How will you find these craftsmen ~ each must be an artist, an expression of Avalon unique history and
identity? You will need a completely dedicated, obsessive and talented craftsman for each facet of the
creation process ~ a whole line of gnomes completely focused each upon their particular Art. I have a sense
twinging within me that you will find your metallurgist within The Oxbridge Universities. And I suspect the
mythical quest will inspire many craftsmen scientists. For AVALON will hide the secrets of her many various
blends of mithril moonsilver, and this metal will be available nowhere else in all of the star systems of The
Universe. Her craftsmen will continually create new types of moonsilver as technologies improve, ever with
the craftsman’s aspiration of perfection. Every mithril artefact created in The Sacred Isles will be a treasure
spread through the settlements of the universe. The greatest artisans in the galaxies will travel here to learn
and to pour their own talent into The Forge of AVALON. Mithril steel. Avalonian Moonsilver. The moonbeams
from which Excalibur is forged.
In creating Excalibur, you will be materializing a myth ~ and that means you must find or create an alchemist
to teach you and produce the obsessively brilliant workmanship at each stage. A creator of materials. Ha!
And mithril moonsilver will be the gnomish alchemist’s gift for The Queen. A Sacred Treasure of AVALON.
▲
THE SACRED ART OF AVALON
You will honour The Art that is AVALON.
The Kingdom of AVALON will never be founded upon The Suppression of Art.
Stand before your enemies, and The Truth. For he will speak it. And your kingdom will crumble upon the
lies in its foundation.
I am a terrible and fantastic being. Terrible in my goodness and in my evil. Terrible in my aspect. Terrible
in my WILL. But you will look upon my truth.
Rodin was a misshapen monster, giant and terrible. Picasso was a being of savage violence. Each great artist
has been terrible.
Yet beauty is created by this terror.
To go beyond is to leave the human shape ~ emotional shape, mental shape, and even physical shape.
I am a terrible thing. But I will not yield. And I will create everything I choose to create!
I will feel and I will articulate and I will formulate the patterns of my will which is beauty.
I am The Artist and The Art.
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▲
You will honour The Art of AVALON.
You will honour history.
For you will never hide it.
▲

COPROPHAGIA UPON THE ARTS
When he met The Satyr, Blondie responded by asserting that because the Satyr had brown eyes, nothing he said could be spiritually valid ~ and yet
Blondie remained amazed by the wonders that The Satyr produced, never having seen anything so beautiful, in all of his own factory-produced aryan
racist culture. Declaring that “might is the only right”, Blondie attempted to bottom-feed on The Arts, i.e. undermine the original work of a True Artist,
whilst attempting to manufacture fakery, to present the ideas, concepts, innovations, beauty, wisdom, and uniqueness of another as his own. Blondie has
a history of bottom-feeding upon The Arts and, in World War II, the nazis openly adopted the practice, openly. But to a true knight, might is not the only
right ~ Honour is a right that supersedes every potential of might, as does Art and every expression of Chivalry. Thrice, Blondie attempted to bottomfeed, attacking The Satyr’s Art, attacking BRIDGET’s Daughter, declaring that its Brunette genesis invalidated all spiritual dimensions to the events that
were occurring. But each time he was repelled by coincidences and events that left him confused at the non-correlation between relative power levels
and the strange result of the fragile overcoming the strong. The first time Blondie had displayed his unedifying bottom-feeding behaviours to The Satyr,
had been years before. The Satyr had cursed the Blondie perpetrator. By odd co-incidence, in the wake of that curse, that bottom-feeding Blondie had
wandered off, got drunk, accidentally killed a fellow blond, who had given him hospitality, attempted to lie his way out of the situation, and proceeded to
go to prison on a 22 year sentence, which is where he is as I write these words. Yet t’was not until years later, that The Satyr wrote The Red Scroll of
AVALON (and a deluge of other wonders) and a new generation of Blondies, seeing the beauty of The Satyr’s work, again asserted that “might is the only
right” and they attempted to bottom-feed upon The Arts. The first occasion it happened, The Satyr terrorized the Blondies involved, and shocked into
contrition, those Blondies returned the art journal they had stolen. But The Satyr had had too much experience with the white ratmen and so, he placed
a curse upon The Great White God, causing a Silver Question Mark to appear on the face of the honour of the Blond races. If Blondie is ever again caught
bottom-feeding, this mark will turn Brown, forever. The Brown Mark of The Bottom-Feeder’s Cheek. This is a symbol of The Implication of a Master Race
who Bottom-Feeds on The Arts and Creative Facets of Life = that no Art ever created by that “master-race” can ever be acknowledged as the work of the
artists of that “master-race”. The Invisible Brown Question Mark beside the name of every Blond Artist and Scientist, for the rest of Eternity ~ did the Blond
Artist create The “Great Art” or Scientific Discovery or was it created by a talented Brunette slave, hidden away in a basement? Thus, history cannot
acknowledge any of the creative products of any Blond empire. For he is a known, self-confessed Bottom-Feeder, who has attempted to repeat his crimes
against Art. Even now, only fear of consequence holds him back. What consequence will exist, if Brunettes no longer have civic rights?
Yet despite this curse, Blondie merely told himself that, if he got control of The West, he could bury The Satyr’s entire existence, present The Great Art as
his own work, and “might is right”. Thus, he tried to bottom-feed, again. But the second time, consequence became deathful. He was bitten by The Great
Spider ~ The BLACK BREW of CYBEL was poured out upon his race and now every Brunette of The Worlds can validly use any sort of fertility sterilizing
potion, chemical castrators, to poison his blond suburbs, his blond cities, and his blond countries. The warning were given, in hidden way, repeatedly,
leading up to The Spider Bite. He has only begun to feel the effects of this venom, for which there is no cure. His descendants will not thank the bottomfeeders who attacked my daughters, over and over and over, laughing at their superior numbers and the fact that I was alone and surrounded. There is
no animal that more aptly describes Blondie, than The Hyena. A dog without honour, courage, intelligence, or the ability to a dapt itself to any civilized
context. The event of The Spider’s Bite shocked him and frightened him. But again, he looked at his global organization, his belief that nothing could stop
him from assuming power and enslaving The Brunettes, and the small size of his victim, and he again told himself, meanings did not matter. Appearances
are the only thing that matters to The Great Blond Paedophile Hairdresser. But he had been psychologically affected by these events, and, thus, did he
turn his attention to a new strategy. How to bottom-feed in some type of “acceptable” way. How to suppress the real artist, so that artist could later be
buried from history’s sight, whilst Blondie avoided his curse mark by “legally” bottom-feeding ~ presenting the artist’s originality and insight and beauty
as his own, whilst failing to cite reference. And in this process, he appears to have not been able to resist altering the dates of his work to imply anteriority.
An implication he, no doubt, intended to activate after the troublesome artist was dead. Hoping that artist would never discover the act. But starnge coincidences have plagued this work, from the start. To compound his new strategy of bottom-feeding, he orchestrated a long-term attack on The Child of
BRIDGET, openly defining Her as an “impurity”. A true noble, would have honoured The Artist and not attempted any bottom-feeding, “legal” or not.

This is not an ordinary situation of an individual committing a crime against another individual. Blondie has adopted the practice of bottom-feeding, as a
race. He has instituted the practice, invoking race authority and race interests and race nonsense. He bottom-feeds to make a collective assertion, as a
race. His justification is that his “race” has the right to bottom-feed. This means there is another collective racial implication to all his crimes against
The Arts. All Art created by race that collectively engages in bottom-feeding MUST be desecrated and destroyed. Any empire enacted by The Great Blond
Bottom-Feeder can only end in the mass destruction of every artistic and creative product of that empire. And when Blondie is enslaved, all Blondies can
be validly denied all expression through Art. His is a race crime, not an individual’s crime. Therefore, the authority to enact the permanent historical
mass desecration of all Blond Art, already exists. Blondie is not in a situation where we must prove his guilt. That proof, on a racial scale, is already
inscribed in history, through WWII and most of his media, since ~ and if PAN tricked him during that war, then it is evidence only that he is an idiot, in
addition to a bottom-feeder. Blondie is in a situation where he must prove his innocence. Unless he can show that what was, no longer is and never again
can be ~ The Curse Mark will inevitably turn Brown. His behaviour since The Curse was cast has made it more difficult for him to show that he will respect
Brunette Art, under all conditions. As proof, BRIDGET requires that there will never be a time when Brunettes, of any social caste, are denied the
ability to create Art and be acknowledged and respected for their genius. The White Hand must expose The White Bottom-Feeders and wipe out
their genes, forever ~ lest every Blond Artist suffers the dishonour. Yet even now, he is trying to suppress my Art, hoping history will never see.
This is significant to The Quest for The Sword.
His attacks that have lead to now, were conscious acts, attempts to assert that his race owned the “right” to bottom-feed. This makes his situation more
difficult, for any “honour” he now asserts is but a fear of consequence, not an act of meaning. Having read the oracle of The Satyr, The Great Blond
Coprophage wants to pretend to be a knight and hold up EXCALIBUR for The Brunettes of The World to be awed at his Greatness & Beauty & Superiority.
And he is concerned with appearance, not truth. Yet The Sword is an expression of The Truth that is Chivalry. Not a mere appearance. Consider the
meaning of Blondie invoking a Goddess of Art, by an act of Bottom-Feeding. Consider the justification he tells himself ~ that She has red hair and that
matters more than The Truth of Art. He puckers his poopy lips to a Muse and tells her that she would prefer a poser for his hairstyle, over an Artist for his
Art. The Great Blond relationship to The Arts. The relationship with Art, that Blondie has created for himself. He was told, before The Spider bit him, that
The Sword could not be drawn by him, if he rejected Honour and Chivalry and Art. He made his choice. Now, if Blondie attempts to re-forge The Sword,
he will produce only a wooden sword, covered with invisible poop. No magick. A Fake. Like him. All of the propaganda in the world cannot change this
truth.
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Thus, has Blondie gained The Spiritual Title of Great White Coprophage and all his behaviour suggested that he won’t be able to grow enough to free
himself from this title, before The Curse Mark turns Brown ~ yet this is The Ordeal of Knighthood that is before him and failure is terrible and forever.
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There is no way to reverse The Curse, for history is unidirectional and The Brown Curse Mark represents a truth of his history ~ a truth that remains, even
if he claims that he has “changed his ways”. He can change his ways. He cannot change his past. His propaganda can only make cosmetics to hide the truth.



THE ORDER OF CHIVALRY
Personally, I think kings are among the worst sorts of administrators and governors of a realm. I am under
no illusions as to the fact that that the noble princes and kings of faerie tales represent the 5% that defies a
statistically significant trend ~ when a king behaves with nobility, he is generally not behaving like a king.
But I also recognize that the entire free world, and the fantastic explosion of Science that has accompanied
the removal of censorship from thought and opinion equates back to The Magna Charter ~ the document
which separated throne and government and gave the right of Justice to every subject. That particular bit
of paper is both the root of England’s success ~ competent leadership was able to out rule hereditary
leadership, and when the revolution swept through Europe, there was little or no reason to cut off the heads
of the English monarchs (the government got the blame instead). It is interesting to note that naughty of
King John (of The Robin Hood Myth) signed The Magna Charter into English history. He was actually a quite
brilliant administrator who did far more for England then his brother King Richard (who was among the
most charismatic and atrotious administrators of England’s history, and certainly would have died rather
than sign The Magna Charter). But he was not charismatic or regal ~ so everybody hated him. Kings? The
result of putting spoilt brats in charge of nuke bombs is not the most appealing of the possibilities I have
pondered upon.
Thus, we face a situation where The Throne offers a power of pageantry, dreams, and myth that is both
beautiful and unavailable elsewhere ~ but giving a throne any kind of administrative power is a sure way
to unleash a line of disasters and fratricide within the royal house, and the whole kingdom. For two
thousand years, Christianity enacted a feudal system that achieved nothing except a complete halt to the
development of Science and human knowledge, and an awful lot of unhappiness for almost everybody. We
would have been in space five hundred years after Christ was born if the silly idiot had the sense to preach
Science instead of anti-Science.
▲
CHIVALRY: THE BUSINESS OF LIBERATION
America is great because she brings Freedom to everybody.
But that usually means war ~ and war is expensive.
PAN feels that there is always somebody, somewhere who is willing to pay big for Liberation.
Payment? A percentage of GDP for an agreed number of years, and services provided during that period.
And the populace is on-side during the Liberation. This means America has a motivation for rebuilding the
economy ~ a percentage of GDP.
▲
The AVALON re-emergence of Chivalry (i.e. The immortal human values of Truth, Justice, and Liberty)
appeals to each demographic of America.
To Woman, the whole work is under the direction of The Goddess ATHENA ~ Wisdom & Strategy & War.
To The Native Peoples, each peoples will create a Trinity in the pantheon of The Wylde. Hereby, they will
plug into AVALON.
To The White Man, the formation of The Knight Angelic Genetic Codex offers him the opportunity to openly
materialize his collective genetic identity ~ He will pledge himself to The Silver Kingdoms under AVALON,
who are Liberty, and each of the other races will materialize a pantheon of genetic codecies accorded to
their own Will and pledged unto AVALON. The Knight Angelic will bind his genetic codices by the pantheon
of The Celtic Deities. This is a significant transformation into a new magickal collective articulation.
To The Jewish People, it means Life and Hope and Opportunity. I usually begin relationships with people by
really insulting them. I think you are quite beautiful. I think it is not really terribly relevant which god you
worship, you have more than six thousand years of history, and you can call me SAMAEL ~ The Venom of
God, by The Triune Jewel of AVALON!
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To The Black People, PAN is The Symbol of Complete Defiance and The Attainment of Intellectual Mastery
Thereby. Thus, The Freedom Balance in The Equation. Whilst the best warriors are dedicated to Freedom,
and the best merchants, and the best scientists. The Knight Angelic remains bound to LIBERTY.
Let it not be forgotten that this arrangement is a mutually binding, mutually consented (i.e. The Social
Contract), engineered to form a co-ordinated unit of parts through alignment of motivations.
And what does Old PAN get out of this game?
PAN remains the free outsider, Lord among outcasts ~ SET, The BAPHOMET, The Demonlord. And yet
Christianity will ever imbue PAN with power as supreme lord of The Goetia and every demon (i.e. nonchristian spiritual phenomenon) in existence. When Christianity falls, completely and permanently, then
that particular mantle of authority will crumble to dust, and The Pact of HELL will be fulfilled.
▲
THE ROUND TABLE OF LIVING STONE
The Flame, my monarch. The Trinity, my commanders. Avalonians, my people.
I am an artist and a pagan wizard, a child of PAN. I will weave dreams, but you must define character. Thus,
will we fit your mithril armour to your knightly form, and make it comfortably “bombproof”, is, I believe,
the British term used for the Avalonian type of psychological armour. Thus, I will craft this armour for you,
but the majority of it will be for you to guide and shape and decide ~ it is you who has the chivalric greatness,
and thus, you whose shape we must discover in the material.
Perhaps you will decide to have a round table at which all the world leaders who are knights of AVALON
meet for a feast once each year. You could call The Feast The Knights’ Banquet as The King of England,
Angelicae, and AVALON is the grandmaster, arbiter, and patron of The Chivalric Order ~ through his power
is symbolic, and the real power is wielded by The Trinity, who govern military and political matters.
The Knights’ Banquet is one of the most top secret meet events in the world, and the world leaders often
discuss business less formally at this banquet. But there are some very worthwhile reasons for not doing
business at this event… Every world leader must drain their cup at each toast.

After The Knight’s Banquet, everybody is wondering what AVALON is going to do for the coming years. The
world leaders return home, and announcements of new policies often follow amusingly quickly. Thus, The
Trinity, can co-ordinate the whole kingdom, each year through a single top secret event. This fact will endow
The Kingdom of AVALON with unheard of dexterity for a “empire” of its size.
After each Knight’s Banquet, every realm will move into a new synchronized pattern of activity and will ~
and the rest of the world will be left trying to guess what all of these new decision mean. For even at The
Knight’s Banquet, The Trinity often won’t reveal their objectives ~ only the new strategic patterns for the
Knights of The Order.
Thus, The Knights’ Banquet is fun and pompously serious, but also a fantastic military tool imbuing The
Entire Kingdom of AVALON with amazing dexterity and sequential co-ordination of the knights, its realms.
This kind of military co-ordination is used for every purpose from military manoeuvring to political
diplomacy to economic strategy to celestial expansionism and the territorial expansion and defence of
space. AVALON’s greatness has always been founded in our navies and exploration ships.

As a pompous and prankish voice in these matters, I suggest that a symbolically and mythological
appropriate way to establish a “Round Table” would be carve it out of the livingstone heart of one of the
royal family’s castles. Thus a perfectly secure “bombproof” great banquet hall.
That is the purpose for which castes were originally built?
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Where will The Knights’ Banquet be held?
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World leaders must be human too, and recognized as such in order to identify with their people. The Knights’
Banquet is an event at which world leaders are required to become drunk. They are also safe here, for the
video recordings of each banquet are not released until ten years after the event ~ for reasons of official
secrets accidentally discussed when deep in cups. Thus each year, the world leaders go an fall off their chairs
eating the richest imaginable food and drinking the very finest wines and meads in the known universe,
whilst the people get a two hour presentation of the most recent video record tapes that became released
from the official secrets seal, that year.

This banquet hall can be a masterpiece of artistry, and let the living stone of the royal hearth be the table
around which will gather the knights and ladies who lead each of the realms of The Kingdom of AVALON.
Thus The Throne owns and hosts The Knights’ Banquet of The Round Table. And this is the only appropriate
way to conduct this ritual.
Around this table will sit the leaders of each and only those realms who have pledged themselves to The
Sword20 and The Trinity and are validly initiated into The Order of Chivalry of The Knights of AVALON. Thus,
The World Leaders (presidents, prime ministers, and so forth ~ with their Avalonian Titles of The House)
A castle would be an ideal place to renovate for the level of security needed for those knightly banquet. Of
course, that is really all a joke to seem like the event is serious, actually, even the information security is a
joke, because any Avalonian girl in Angelicae can volunteer to be a wench at the knightly banquet. Obviously
being a wench means being “rogered” by several kings and world leaders, and you only get paid for serving
the food, the rest you sign a consensually form and the banquet only accepts voluntary wenches. However,
every wench gets to keep the diamond pin she wears to the banquet.
Naughty Satyr!
Why?
There is not anything “non-consensual” occurring ~ but if you prevented the fun of the banquet by
preaching prunish prudishness then there would be something non-consensual going on.
Besides, it will be ten years before you even find out what happened at the first Knight’s Banquet. And that
is plenty of time for the media to loosen you up and get you laughing and enjoying life!
Prudery be gone. I am creating history, and I have kicked over the sacred icon of Saint Prude!
Woops?
Naughty Satyr!
The Knights’ Banquet will have (consensual, “not-prostitute”) medieval Wenches!
Naughty Satyr!
The matter is settle and permanently defined in the sacred scriptures of BRIDGET.
This is a Fey Tradition of Fantasia and AVALON.
The world leaders must submit to The Wenching.

And then we all get to have a laugh at the politicians’ antics, when the tapes are released, ten years later.
But there are also great acrobats and performers at The Knights’ Banquet. The best in AVALON.
▲
ART
Atu XIV.

VISITA INTERIORA TERRAE RECTIFICANDO INVENIES OCCULTUM LAPIDEM

Most English Aristocrats enjoyed their lower classes, and most lower class maids who fell pregnant
unmarried ended up on the streets, and their children in Australia.
20

“The Sword” must always stand straight. Though its name is significant of a magick item.
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THE ANCIENT HOUSE OF AVALON
The House of AVALON is The English-Speaking World, the colonies and former conquered nations ~
anywhere our House has left its genes in significant quantities. The spell of AVALON unites and directs all
of these factions beneath the will and leadership of The Trinity.
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By The Prettiest Girls in AVALON.

And elsewhere. Consider India ~ you enjoyed learning the ways of The Kama Sutra, did you, my Lord?
According to Indian lore you must reincarnate there. Were they high class girls, with whom you were
practicing the local customs?
If genetics are linked to the human soul (as is popular to claim, these days), what are the implications?
Family.
The House of AVALON
The English Speaking World.
▲
Behold The House of AVALON. The English-Speaking World.
The purpose of this scroll is to unite The English-Speaking World ~ for they are the descendants of AVALON.
We are The House of AVALON. The Trinity is the centre of Our Blood House, but from New Zealand to
Christmas Island to India to British Canada ~ AVALON has left significant numbers of offspring. These are
all part of Our Family now. And the strongest type of alliance is family.
The Three Great Religions are represented in The three-fold pattern of AVALON’s pageantry. A celebration
of our beliefs in unity our agreement that in all of the universe, there is no better thing than to be Avalonian!
We are family. The House an Kingdom of AVALON. We are Avalonians. Pagans. Christians. And nutty old
Scientists! We are Avalonians. Children of The Trinity. Heirs of The Sword.
I am Australian, and naughty as they come! But I am a loyal Avalonian. We are Avalon, and in a technological
age we will remain eccentric and creative and devoted to Art in everything we create.
This is the three-fold mirror Our Soul. The Trinity who bravely pledged themselves to The Code of High
Chivalry and thereby founded The Order of AVALON. And by this act, The Flame in the lamp of their pledge
came to life!
And they gained the power to unite The Kingdom in the single nationalistic will of arcane dimensions. Thus,
began The Quest for The Sword.
And by uniting the diverse children of AVALON, descended from far thrones of Planet Earth, The Three
Knights summoned an army which they disciplined and seasoned under their experienced wills.
And they taught the ways of Chivalry to the children of The House of AVALON.

▲
How many soldiers came back from Vietnam or intermediate stations through British Singapore, during
WWII. How many only survive there. Were they high class girls, with strong prospects of giving fine care to
your children ~ the little genetic “you”?
The House of AVALON is what it genuinely is.
Pretence is idiotic, and cowardly, and self-deteriorating. Nobody is individual. We are all part of a family.
The Kingdom of AVALON.
Thus have we long Triumphed. The Sacred blood of AVALON must be revered.
Even you, child, who are born on the street with a plastic spoon in your mouth ~ you carry The Sacred Blood
of AVALON. Every descendent of The British Empire, regardless of colour, is part of us.
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Our genes.
Are genes meaningful?
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Thereby was The Kingdom reborn.

We must strengthen our alliance with India.
The Germans call themselves Indians in a laughable way, but we actually conquered The Empire of India,
and loved her Princess.
The House of AVALON left a child there.
The Indian Girl is part of Our House.
She is a child of AVALON.
▲
AVALON is The British Empire and her children, legitimate and illegitimate.
Your children await. Three experienced knight to teach them how to use their swords, and forge the
disparate group of royal love children into a co-ordinate pattern of military skill and daring and wilful
competence!
Britain, and your two heirs, you have your army! They must now be trained and led.
This is what you do better than any other on Planet Earth.
AVALON Unconquered.
▲
THE AVALONIAN SEAL OF BANISHMENT
Whilst giving birth to The Forest Princess, GAIA, Queen BRIDGET of Fantasia was vulnerable.
During that period of vulnerability, The Indian German lead an attack upon her.
Only the bravery of her two sphinx cats fought off The Indian German and his Lynch Mob, and extracted
their surrender.
Upon recovering from giving birth, BRIDGET pronounced The Banishment, throwing The Indian-German
out of AVALON.
Let the words of that banishment be here recorded, for they are true and well-spoken.
▲
Thank you for the return of My Art Journal.
Indian German, you are Banished from The Kingdom of AVALON and The Cloud Realms of The
Hellenes. By BRIDGET, The Queen of Faeries, The Sacred Fire of Fantasia, The Secret Life of The Dream
of The Sword, So it is. So mote it be. I think I was never really a vegetarian. PAN and His Hunting Hawk
are pledged to AVALON. Both The Devil and God are Avalonian.
Glenorchy McBride III
Satyr of The Sylvan
Official Master of Blasphemy
▲
THE CEREMONIAL MILITARY TITLE OF THE UNCONQUERED
In all of our worlds, there is no higher military title than “Unconquered”.
Obviously, nobody has yet managed to make this particular title last forever. Thus, we ought take steps with
foresight to manage the future.
Time is deep and whilst we probably won’t ever meet a knight who will best us in single combat, there are
many other very fine knights on Planet Earth. If we were bested, we would not be able to hold the title
“Unconquered”. Thus, we will first congratulate the knight who bested us, and invite that knight form an
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alliance with us, if his motivations are in alignment with ours and he has the temperament to honour the
rituals and their meaning. If that knight chooses to accept the chivalric codes and take the pledge of Avalon,
we may invite him into join The Order and become part of Avalon.
A knight that can best us is a worthy knight, and potentially a fine ally. And perhaps more, as the future
unfolds. And also, we can get the title back by besting the knight who bested us ~ after all, every match has
multiple rounds and arenas. Thus, technically, we could hold onto the title forever.
This is a fire, burning within us and inspiring us onward. Challenge makes us stronger. Kingdoms don’t get
old. Kingdoms are immortal. Like vampyres.
▲
However, other kingdoms and autonomous realms can hold and lose the title. But the title is not actually
claimed until an autonomous realm is tested in the forge of combat.
There are a series of titles for realms that have lost the title of Unconquered. They range from Scoundrel to
Squire to Swordmaster. There are many levels of Swordmaster ~ Honoured Swordmaster to High
Swordmaster and many others, but they are for The Knights is decide upon and create.
And these other titles are useful as temporary holidays from the title of Unconquered. Probably, a few other
nations will get the title back on a few occasions. But Avalon is the only human kingdom with genuine
majesty, and it own the title by hereditary rights. Anybody who takes it is merely a knave who is prancing
prior to being roundly thrashed, when Avalon will take back her rightful possession.
Among humans, the title of Unconquered can only ever be held by a single autonomous entity, but it is the
rightful possession of Avalon. Neither will the title be anything except a burden to anybody else, for they
are defying their own nature by wearing a title that rightfully belongs to Avalon.
And The Kingdom of AVALON always takes back what is hers, by hereditary and by history.
▲
“To knot” is to tie. “To unknot” is to untie.
“To conquer” is to impose. “To unconquer” is to unimpose.
Thus, logically, “the metaphorical mantle of The Unconquered” is inscribed with the ancient glyph ALPHA.
By its nature this mantle is unique.
Who wears it is, by its nature, absolved of past conquests ~ “Unconquered”. Without and equal, and without
a conqueror. There can only ever be a single kingdom or autonomous realm that holds this title ~ because,
every other realm has an equal or a (challenged or unchallenged) conqueror.
And this mantle belongs to The King of Avalon. If Avalon is bested, The King exchanges The Mantle of The
Unconquered for The Mantle of The Questing Knight. If so terrible and event occurred, Avalon must first
engage in a Quest to learn new ways, to change, to grow itself and become deeper and more adept as a
knight. This quest may take a decade or it may take a century or more ~ time is not the deciding factor. The
natural completion of the quest will be the rebirth of national unity and moral through The Kingdom, and
the reclaiming of The Mantle of The Unconquered.
The Birth Right of Our House, Our Kingdom, Our Throne.
And it will always return to us ~ To The Throne.
Unconquered AVALON.
Unto Eternal Ages.
▲
AVALON will be founded upon historically actual events. AVALON cannot be founded upon the suppression
of ART.
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Consider the implications for AVALON’s armies and peoples if an opponent revealed that AVALON was
founded upon the suppression of Art. What would our meanings be worth? The psyche of The Kingdom, of
our House and family of our culture would collapse. AVALON would be no more.
BRIDGET is The Muse of The Arts.
▲
You will respect My ART.
Or I will kill you as unworthy to be a knight.
And I will not kill you in an honourable way, for I am not a knight!
I am a wizard who practices the dark arts.
▲
Most great artists were huge or terrifying is aspect, defined by their personalities. Consider Rodin or the
violence of Picasso. I think the short parable entitled The Stone of Cybele was among Crowley’s literary
masterpieces.
I am terrible and frightening to look upon. I feel sad when the innocent have to look upon my terribleness,
but I refuse to hide my face. I am my personality ~ this is where I exist. The rest is mechanical.
My ART is Great. My mind is deep. And my decisions have taken me Beyond.
This is ART that you are witnessing.
▲
PER ARDUA AD ASTRA
The Tetrahedral Lamp will shine upon the high temple of every world in our solar system. A new period of
expansion. We will need knights and pirates and merchant explorers who will pledge themselves to
AVALON and spread through the solar system to lay claim to new properties. The other countries talk of
population problems? We need our populations to defend the new territories and colonies we claim through
our home Solar System. How strongly we establish here in our home system will determine our
opportunities to launch into the next phase of expansion among the stars!
Talented pilots are the most valuable resource possessed by AVALON. They will go Beyond ~ and make us
Great!

Through the unity of our kingdom, we will assist white man to retain his unique colourations, his radiationvulnerable skin, and lead the world into space. With us on his side, no attack will be possible on him, without
our knowledge and sabotage of the attack. We will assist him to create a set of knightly armour that will
transform his potentials ~ not only will he be able to go into space, but this armour will be physically
protective, and his reliance upon it will mean he is always wearing bulletproof armour.
The Knight Angelic who leads us, sleeps in his shining armour. His armour absorbs sunlight, transforming
it into the ability to produce bolts of energy and to levitate and move through space, when he puts on his
pegasus-plumed helm. His armour is made of shining mithril moonsilver, crafted by the finest craftsmen and
craftswomen in AVALON. You will continually maintain and improve and deepen the inscription and fine
detail of this armour year by year with an attention and dedication no other possesses. Not only is your
armour the definition, archetype, and vanguard of arcane armour, your mastery of it greater than that of
any other knight, and your refinement of it makes it superior to that of any other knight. You can even
generate your own food and mobility if you are stranded in space with light available from a star.
I will not let you fall, brother. But my head hurts.
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You will protect your sister who is my daughter by blasphemy most forbidden.
You will guide her to the sanctuary of The Temple.
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The Vocation of AVALON is space.

You will wait for The Oracles to begin.
And when the time comes that you are most vulnerable, by her hand you will be saved.
▲
And thus, The Angel of AVALON. He wears armour and carries the sword Excalibur. He is soul-bound to The
Ideal of Chivalry. He rides tides of light through the deeps of space.
Our Beloved Leader.
Your bravery in WWII ~ didn’t go unnoticed. Now you face your challenge, and you find that you are not
alone.
And that is much better than being a confused German who thinks he’s an Indian.
AVALON Unconquered.
▲
Exploring the solar system will be motivated by exactly the same ideas ~ the desire for wealth and
resources!
There are more diamonds and gems on asteroids floating near The Earth then have been dug up in all human
history. Maybe the EU will go and gather them all up? They are funding their space program.
You could be up there and eating them in five years! Why are you dismantling your space program? Do you
want to kill The English Speaking World?
Be Prepared!
The Scout's Motto! Pull up your socks, wake up, and start thinking!
Who is going to own Mars! Define their government, determine their native langue? Awaken, my beloved
Family ~ you are in danger! This is not a time in history to lose faith in yourself! Awaken! By this spell, I
here bind, by the stitch of words and the ways of mind, three threads of Fate into a lamp of dreams, to stir
and awaken the sacred fire of our light, and bind the seams of our path

We are at a point in history that will define our future and determine if North America's reputation is going
to look like South America's, a hundred years from now! If people will took of Britain the Fallen, how she
has been brought low. And of Australia, the refuse of the Aryan world, the lowest quality gold. DAMN IDIOT
WHO WANT TO HURT US!
Let us ARISE and REMEMBER our Greatness and WIN!
AVALON Unconquered. The Eternal Fire!
AVALON must reawaken! You need to wake up!
AVALON will win ~ it is SO easy!
You can make this into an Empire, if you choose! But Our House will be strong and unconquerable, either
way.
WE WILL WIN THE NEXT WARS AND EVERY WAR THEREAFTER!
AVALON WILL WIN!

Countries are not like people ~ countries don't become less vigorous as they become old. But they have a
tendency to become sleepy unless energized by a fantastic insight into their own Greatness. Then they
immediately wake, and the older they are, the stronger they are.
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And grow! And thrive!
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Through the starry deeps of Night.

The Trinity of AVALON will rise and rise over the centuries before us.
We must take care of our descendants ~ we must begin laying the foundation for their future, now. AVALON
is the upward movement that ensures our House rises and our children have the opportunities to be
anything they want.
▲
Propaganda. Ideas.
We will unite Our Family.
There are scary things ahead.
You are a True Knight.
Realms don't get old like people. Realms get stronger, but sometimes they forget how great they are, and
that to others, they are a mythical being.
The Sacred Isles of AVALON.
You need to reawaken. Stir. Drink deep the breath of Life.
Remember your own Greatness.
There will be Three Knights.
Angelica, America, Australia.
The Trinity.
Propaganda.
Reawaken.
We idolize you, Britain.
You might not like us, but we are your children.

THE DREAMS OF THE DELPHIC SATYR
Ordinary and unimaginative humans may scorn this work and this fire as nonsense. But actually, the ideas
woven through this incantation are far more logical and realistic and practical than the nonsense of Mein
Kamph.
We can create our identity to be anything we want it to be. Usually the creators are people with great spirit
and great challenges. Luckily, Britain’s soul and culture had many dimensions, and it attracted souls that
responded differently to Germany’s when placed in the forge.
I am now the scarred and horrible thing. But I have not broken.
I bring you only Beauty.
▲

Whatever The Future holds, there is a part of you that may relax.
The Devil loves great stories.
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The Devil has chosen his scribe wisely. And strangely?
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▲

I think The Future is going to be beyond boring, and beyond expectations, and beyond lacking in beauty.
But everybody can help there.
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The Red Scroll of AVALON ~ The Seed of Fire Edition is the creations of Glenorchy McBride III, and is ©
Copyright 2017. This edition might be considered (by me!) to be a draft of a work in progress. I am
circulating this as part of The Summoning to find the appropriate publisher/s that The Trinity desire me to
use. I can’t afford to waste time away from my Work. You are The Realm Guardians. You organize it in a way
that is safe. I am going to teach people how to work with you,
Except where I have cited and referenced other authors, this book and every text contained herein was
written by Glenorchy McBride III. I wrote the component parts and first circulated some of these as emails
(etc.), then polished and assembled them into this scroll in 2017.
This work of Thought and Art is copyright under the Australian Copyright Act 1968*. Inquiries concerning
reproduction and rights should be addressed by email to:
Glenorchy McBride III
Email: glenorchymcbride@yahoo.com
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This book bears The Imaginary Paw Print of a blue & purple-furred Interplanar Sphinx Cat.
This tom-cat is wrapped in the swirling milky way of The Pegasus.
The Cat’s paws are boots of wispy -white moon milk, from walking on clouds.
There are silver stars upon its coat, and above his brow, soft true-mithril silver fur
The Crescent Moon Fertile and Horned in The Night.
In The Cat’s Mirrored Eyes are Questions.
And scorn for your creeds.
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NOTE
The Red Scroll of AVALON is a complete work on its own and not technically part of The Protocol of The
Black Sheep ~ it is included here merely as a component in the dream of The Free World that we are
working toward.
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